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Abstract 

Background: The capital structure is of large importance for a company, for example for 
the price of the whole company and the stock price. Capital structure implies how the 
company’s assets are financed, i.e. how much debt respectively equity the company posses. 
Debt is more risky than equity, however, according to Modigliani and Miller, debt is more 
beneficial. This implies that companies encounter a weighting between risk and benefits, 
and between debt and equity. There are different approaches to deal with the issue of capi-
tal structure, for example the trade-off theory (perfect balance of risk and benefits) and the 
pecking order theory (preference order of funding, indifferent of the weights, principally 
internal funding, secondary debt and thereafter equity). This thesis investigates how finan-
cial decisions are made and with what motive, if the management for example consider the 
above mentioned theories. Supplementary this thesis examines whether non-managerial de-
terminants of capital structure, such as size and industry, affects the capital structure. 

Purpose: The purpose with this thesis is to describe and analyze the background and mo-
tive to Swedish companies’ capital structure, if company size and industry have an impact 
on the capital structure and the intention of a financial decision. 

Method: This thesis consists of both a quantitative and a qualitative study of Swedish 
businesses’ capital structure. The quantitative study performs statistical tests which generate 
an average leverage and ANOVA-tests that concludes if the size and industry have an im-
pact on capital structures. The qualitative study includes four interviews with financial 
managers to investigate the financial decision making. 

Conclusions: This study results in a capital structure of almost equal value of debt and eq-
uity, debt is a couple of percentage more. Further the size and the industry of a company 
did not prove to have an impact on the capital structure, however the author reason that a 
more involved and precise sampling could generate differentingly outcomes. The conduct-
ed interviews resulted in that the financial management does not consider the balance of 
risk and benefit, i.e. the trade off theory, but their valuations confirm the pecking order 
theory. However the most important factors in a financial decision are the improve-
ments/maintenance of cash-flow and financial flexibility. 
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Abstrakt 

Bakgrund: Kapitalstrukturen är av stor betydelse för ett företag, t.ex. för värdet av hela fö-
retaget och aktiepriset. Kapitalstruktur innebär hur företagets tillgångar är finansierade, dvs. 
hur mycket skuld respektive eget kapital företaget innehar. Skuld är mer riskabelt än vad 
eget kapital är, men enligt Modigliani och Miller är skuld mer fördelaktigt. Detta betyder att 
företag drabbas av en balanskonfrontation där vikten mellan risk och förmåner måste av-
vägas, och därmed också mellan skuld och eget kapital. Det finns olika synsätt att ta sig an 
detta kapitalstrukturproblem, t.ex. Trade-off teorin (den bästa balansen mellan risk och 
förmåner) och Pecking-order teorin (preferensordning av finansiering, oberoende av balan-
sen, främst intern finansiering därefter skuld framför eget kapital). Denna uppsats undersö-
ker hur finansiella beslut tas och med vilka motiv, om ledningen t.ex. tar hänsyn till några 
av ovan nämnda teorier. Dessutom utreder uppsatsen huruvida andra avgörande faktorer, 
förutom företagsledningens beslut, så som företagets storlek och bransch påverkar kapital-
strukturen. 

Syfte: Syftet med denna uppsats är att beskriva och analysera bakgrunden och motiven till 
svenska företags kapitalstruktur, huruvida företagets storlek och bransch har någon inver-
kan på kapitalstrukturen samt avsikt och mening bakom finansiella beslutstaganden. 

Metod: Den här uppsatsen består av både en kvantitativ och en kvalitativ studie av svenska 
företags kapitalstruktur. Den kvantitativa studien utför statistiska tester, vilka genererar en 
genomsnittlig skuldsättningsgrad och ANOVA-tester vilka beslutar om storleken och bran-
schen har någon inverkan på kapitalstrukturen. Den kvalitativa studien inkluderar fyra in-
tervjuer med ekonomichefer, som undersöker hur finansiella beslut fattas. 

Slutsats: Denna studie resulterade i en kapitalstruktur av någorlunda likvärdiga delar av 
eget kapital som skuld, värdet av skulderna var enbart några procentenheter högre. Vidare 
visades att storlek och bransch på företaget inte kunde bevisas att ha en inverkan på kapi-
talstrukturen, dock anser författaren att en mer invecklad och detaljerad sampling kan gene-
rera en annorlunda slutsats. De utförda intervjuerna resulterade i att företagsledningen inte 
överlägger balansen mellan risk och förmåner något särskilt, dvs. trade-off teorin. Däremot 
stämmer företagsledningens värderingar bra överens med Pecking-order teorin. Först och 
främst anses dock en förbättring/bevarande av kassaflöde och finansiell flexibilitet till den 
viktigaste faktorn i ett finansiellt beslutsfattande.
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1 Introduction 

This first chapter of the thesis will introduce the reader to the background information which will culminate 
to the problem statement and purpose. Furthermore, relevant delimitations will be presented here, however 
methodology and literature search are described in chapter 3. 

1.1 Background 

The debt crisis in the recent years have caused an anxiety towards leverage, there is a more 
concrete awareness of its riskiness past the crisis in 2008. But is debt as detrimental as im-
agined? In decisions related to capital financing, there are two choices, namely to amend 
equity or debt, for example to issue stocks or bonds. Why don’t entrepreneurs employ eq-
uity financing exclusively and omit debt and its risks? 

The Lehman Brothers is one storied example of a high levered company that resulted in 
bankruptcy in the fall of 2008. The Lehman Brothers showed in their annual report from 
November 2007 a debt to equity ratio of approximately 301 and that almost 97 percent of 
their assets were financed by debt. Hence, only 3 percent of their assets are equity, this im-
plies that a decrease of just over 3 percent of the asset’s value would imply a zero-valued 
equity for the Lehman Brothers shareholders2. This is a very grave position, since a de-
crease of 3 percent in asset value is not extraordinary, but an all debt financed company is. 
(Lehman Brothers Inc., 2008) 

Graph 1: The development of Lehman Brothers’ capital structure (Amoss, 2008) 

This is one of the largest 
company’s bankruptcies in 
history, with severe conse-
quences for the American 
economy, and it was all due 
to the high leverage and its 
risks. However it should be 
mentioned that banks are 
extreme when it comes to 
leverage, generally the fi-
nancial industry have much 
higher debt to equity ratio 
in comparison to other in-
dustries. Therefore this 
thesis will exclude the 
banking industry. However, 
Lehman Brothers was a 
good example of the risk of 
debt. 

                                                

1 (In millions) Total Asset: $691 063,  Total Equity: $22 490 = Total Debt: $668 573.  D/E: 668 573 / 22 490 
= 29.73 Debt to Equity ratio. 

2. In percentage of Assets: Debt: 668 573 / 691 063 = 96.75%.  Equity: 22 490 / 691 063 = 3.25%.  
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The risk of debt implies that a company’s shareholders no longer have the primarily right 
of claiming back the company’s assets in case of a bankruptcy. Leverage also causes the 
earnings varies more, a levered firm can earn larger gains and losses than an unlevered firm.  
The “Macbeth spot removers” is one way to show the impact of leverage, in a company 
with the same amount of assets and operating income but one is unlevered and one is lev-
ered (Brealey, Myers & Allen 2008). The following table presents the Macbeth spot remov-
ers: 

Table 1: Risk in a levered vs. unlevered firm (Brealey et al. 2008) 

Unlevered Firm  Levered Firm 

Number of shares: 100     Number of shares: 50    

Price per share: 100     Price per share: 100    

Market value of shares: 10 000      Market value of shares: 5 000    

   Outcomes:  Market value of debt: 5 000    

  Recession Expected Expansion  Interest at 10 %: 500     

Operating income: 500 1 500 2 500     Outcomes: 

Earnings per share: 5 15 25    Recession Expected Expansion 

Return on shares: 5% 15% 25%  Operating income: 500 1 500 2 500 

     Interest: 500 500 500 

     Equity earnings: 0 1 000 2 000 

     Earnings per share: 0 20 40 

     Return on shares: 0% 20% 40% 

 

As seen in the tables above the shareholder’s return is more volatile in the levered compa-
ny, volatility is in other words how the risk is explained. Over a period of time a company 
with a higher leverage can earn more profit and bonuses and this is the key incentive to is-
sue debt (Brealey et al. 2008). 

One can conclude that there are both benefits and disadvantages with debt, but how much 
leverage should a company possess, that is, what capital structure should the company em-
ploy? The capital structure is also a determinant of the cost of capital which is vital in terms 
of firm valuations, managers are eager to maximize the value of the firm and all financial 
decision should be taken accordingly (Damodaran, 2002). 

The capital structure is thereby of a very high significance to a company and its value, 
hence also an important question when it comes to financial decisions. Pursuant to the au-
thor, previous studies of this topic don’t provide complete information in all spectrums. 
This thesis will scrutinize more thoroughly how financial managers process this kind of is-
sues and also examine why some companies tend to have higher leverage than others, as 
seen in AffärsData (2012). 

1.2 Problem 

1.2.1 Problem Background 

The essential goal of running a business is to gain largest possible profit and increase the 
firm value, simplified by increasing revenue and decreasing cost. The value of a business is 
a difficult thing to determine, but nevertheless very important. One of the most common 
ways to estimate a firm’s value is to divide the future earnings by the cost of capital and to 
evaluate the cost of capital one need to know the company’s capital structure (Damodaran, 
2002). 
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The capital structure describes the relationship between equity and debt. That is how a 
company’s assets are financed, simplified by issuing stocks respectively bonds. A firm 
whom chooses to raise money only through equity would be less risky in comparison to a 
company that is financed partly by debt. Hence, an augmentation in debt, thereby leverage, 
increases the business risk. On the other hand the increase in debt and its interests gener-
ates less tax payments. The best balance between debt and equity, risk and cost, generates 
the optimal capital structure. (Bradley, Jarrell & Kim, 1984) 

Swedish businesses hold various capital structures, some with a higher debt to equity ratio 
and others with a lower. Is the leverage explained by whether the company is risk-loving or 
risk-adverse, or are there other explanatory variables, for instance the company’s back-
ground? What role do a financial manager have in this manner, how is a financial decision 
made and with what motives? 

1.2.2 Problem statement 

This thesis examines if there is a pattern or level of leverage that is found throughout the 
study and how suchlike patterns can be explained. The study includes businesses from dif-
ferent industries and sizes furthermore the study concludes whether that can be a justifica-
tion of the variation of capital structures. The author tested if there is an obvious pattern of 
debt to equity ratios in different segments of businesses. Viz: 

1. What capital structure do Swedish businesses hold and does the capital structure diverge among 
different industries or sizes? 

This thesis moreover examines how Swedish businesses proceed in a capital structure 
amendment, and whether the management is aware of their optimal capital structure. Ques-
tions like if the management consider the interest tax shield, employ some target ratio of 
debt to equity, make comparisons with similar businesses, or apply other principles of lev-
erage is scrutinized. I.e.: 

2. How is the financial management of Swedish businesses’ awareness and view of capital structure? 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose with this thesis is to describe and analyze the background and motive to Swe-
dish companies’ capital structure, if company size and industry have an impact on the capi-
tal structure and the intention of a financial decision. 

1.4 Delimitations 

The author has made the choice to focus on Swedish businesses throughout the thesis, due 
to strict auditing regulations and official authorization. In terms of the empirical study there 
are some further delimitation, no businesses in the financial industry will be included since 
they have higher leverage than the general Swedish business.  

In the qualitative study there will only be a few companies participating and mostly local 
companies, i.e. within the Jönköping area. This is due to the fact that not many financial 
managers are willing to put down the time and effort required to help out, companies with-
in the author’s geographic area tend to be more complaisant. It was moreover decided to 
focus the quantitative study on the industry and size variables merely, since they are rather 
easy to interpret and segregate into smaller sample groups accordingly.  
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Furthermore delimitations of the empirical study are stated and explained in the sampling 
section in chapter four, for example how and what companies were selected to include in 
the analysis. 
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2 Frame of Reference  

This section presents the theoretical framework, which includes fundamental concepts, theories and previous 
studies. The frame of reference is the basis of the statistical tests and interviews in the empirical study. 

2.1 Capital structure 

A company’s capital structure, or financial structure, describes how the assets are financed, 
i.e. the combination of debt and equity, often measured in percent. It can be imagined as a 
pie, of all the assets, divided into two pieces, consisting of debt and equity. There are simi-
lar concepts concerning the same matter of capital structure, for example leverage and debt 
to equity ratio. To clarify the similarities and differences they are shown as followed: (Ross, 

Westerfield & Jordan, 2008)  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The percentage of the capital structure proportions determines how much of the profit the 
creditors receive and how much the owners receive. The CFO’s, or similar, are managing 
the financial structure decisions and it is a question concerning risks and costs (Ross et al. 
2008). Debt normally generates a higher risk but lower cost than equity. The key issue of 
capital structure is to find the best balance between debt and equity (Modigliani & Miller, 
1958). 

2.2 Discounted Cash Flow Valuation (DCF) 

The discounted cash flow (DCF) model is one of the most common approaches to esti-
mate a company’s value, and numerous approaches are built out of the DCF-model. The 
value of a firm is vital in terms of portfolio management (stock price), mergers and acquisi-
tion (price of company) and within corporate finance where managerial decisions influence 
the firm value (Damodaran, 2002).  

The DCF-model is a measurement of the present value of future cash flows, originally 
measuring an asset through all its future earnings. It notifies the price of an asset today, 
what it is worth paying at present time, knowing the amount of cash flow it will generate in 
the future. To obtain that value one divide the cash flow during a certain time period by 
cost of its risk, one time for each time period and add them together. As seen in the follow-
ing formula: (Luehrman, 1997) 
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In firm valuation, the cash flows are all the company’s estimated future earnings and it is 
most often assumed that the time period of running a business is infinite, which can be dif-
ficult to approximate. The cost of capital includes the cost of both equity and debt, each 
contribution is calculated through the weights of the total asset. I.e. the capital structure 
generates the accurate weights of debt and equity in the cost of capital (Ross et al. 2008). 

According to Damodaran (2002), decisions in corporate finance are made in favor to the 
policy of maximizing the firm’s value. As interpreted from the formula above, one should 
decrease the cost of capital in order to increase the value of the business. Consequently, 
when the cost of capital is minimized the firm value is maximized. Since the cost of capital 
is disposes by the leverage, the capital structure has an important impact on the company’s 

value (Ross et al. 2008).  

2.3 Modigliani and Miller (MM) 

In 1958 Franco Modigliani and Merton H. Miller wrote the article The Cost of Capital, 
Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment for The American Economic Review. 
This article is according to Hillier, Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe and Jordan (2010) “generally con-
sidered the beginning point of modern corporate finance”. Modigliani and Miller (MM) showed two 
propositions in this article that came to change the view of capital financing and yet in pre-
sent time, the theories of MM have a key role in financial textbooks. There are two propo-
sitions; the first one concerns the capital structure and the second one regard the cost of 
capital. One usually deal with these two propositions in terms of with or without taxes, and 
starting without taxes there are some assumptions to considerate, the companies are oper-
ating in Perfect Capital Markets (Hillier et al. 2010). 

Perfect Capital Market assumptions: (Modigliani & Miller, 1958)  

- No taxes. 
- No transaction costs. 
- Individuals and corporations borrow and lend at the same rate. 

Modigliani and Miller neither concern the bankruptcy costs or other agency costs in their 
propositions (Hillier et al 2010). 

2.3.1 Proposition I without taxes 

MM Proposition I: The value of a firm is indifferent of its capital structure 

The first proposition implies that the value of a firm is the same whether the firm is all eq-
uity financed, that is unlevered, or partly financed by debt, that is levered. Modigliani and 
Miller states that individuals can duplicate or undo the corporate leverage by their own if 
they sense the levered firm is priced too high or too low in comparison to the unlevered 
firm. This is called Homemade Leverage and it offsets the corporate leverage so that it is indif-
ferent to who is in debt, the shareholder or the company (Hillier et al. 2010). 
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The homemade leverage is a substitution to the corporate leverage, whereas rational indi-
viduals for example borrow money to buy shares in an unlevered firm if they state the price 
of the levered firm is too high. This is under the assumption that individuals can borrow 
and lend at the same rate as the companies. As seen in following example the leverage does 
not affect the firm value or shareholders wealth: (Hillier et al 2010). 

Table 2: Shareholders wealth in a levered vs. unlevered firm Hillier et al. 2010) 

   
Outcomes: 

 

  
Recession Expected Expansion 

  
ROA:5% ROA:15% ROA:25% 

Strategy 1 Shareholder buy 50 shares  

   Levered firm: Earnings: $500 $1 500 $2 500 

Equity: 50 shares à $100 Corporate Interest: $500 $500 $500 

Debt: $5 000 at 10% Net earnings $0 $1 000 $2 000 

Total Asset: $10 000 

 
ROE:0% ROE:20% ROE:40% 

 
Shareholders earnings: $0 $1 000 $2 000 

     
Strategy 2 

Buy 100 shares, borrow half at 
10% 

   Unlevered firm: Earnings: $500 $1 500 $2 500 

Equity: 100 shares à $100 Net earnings: $500 $1 500 $2 500 

Debt: $0 

 
ROE:5% ROE:15% ROE:25% 

Total Asset: $10 000  Personal Interest: $500 $500 $500 

 
Shareholders earnings: $0 $1 000 $2 000 

 

In the first strategy, the shareholder buys all shares outstanding, that is 50 shares for a total 
value of 5 000. The share holder do not borrow anything but the company borrows addi-
tional 5 000 to reach a total asset of 10 000. The company has to pay a fixed corporate in-

terest no matter how much earnings it receives.  

In the second strategy, the shareholder again buys all shares outstanding, but now it is 100 
shares for the total value of all assets 10 000, i.e. the company have no debt. However, 
since the shareholder only possess 5 000 in cash, he needs to borrow the rest 5 000 and pay 
personal interest of the same fixed amount as the company in the first strategy.  

As a result, one can see that the company’s return on asset (ROA) is independent of the 
leverage, but the return on equity (ROE) to the shareholder is less volatile in the unlevered 
case (strategy 2). However, since the shareholder has to pay the same interest in strategy 2 
as the company does in strategy 1, the shareholder’s earning is also independent of the lev-
erage.  

2.3.2 Proposition II without taxes 

MM Proposition II: The cost of equity is positively related to leverage 

The cost of capital actually used in valuation calculations is the weighted average cost of 
capital, WACC. As described previously, the cost of capital possesses the proportions of 
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debt and equity, and the WACC formula elucidates it further. The proportion of equity 
times the dividend yield plus the leverage times the interest rate, results in the WACC. 
(Modigliani & Miller, 1958) 

 

  

 

 

According to Modigliani and Miller (1958) the interest rate is generally less expensive than 
the dividend yield, due to the fact that shareholders possess a higher risk than bondholders 
in case of default. Hence, when interpreting the formula above, the company should in-
crease the leverage since they aim to minimize their WACC. But as the leverage augments 
the risk of default increases as well and consequently the shareholders will demand a higher 
yield of dividend. Thus, the cost of equity is positively related to the leverage (Modigliani & 
Miller, 1958). 

Graph 2: Cost of capital (Modigliani & Miller, 1958) 

 

Recall the first proposition and the fact that the capital structure is indifferent to a firm’s 
value. It is now stated that the cost of equity is positively related to leverage and an aug-
mentation in debt would generate a rise in the required dividend. Furthermore, the adjust-
ment is exactly large enough to offset the increase in debt. In other words, the leverage 
augmentation causes a decrease in cost of capital which is perfectly compensated by a high-
er cost of equity. Resulting in an indifferent cost of capital, hence the capital structure does 
not affect the cost of capital. If the cost of capital is invariant to the capital structure, so is 
the value of the firm (Hillier et al. 2010). 

2.3.3 Proposition I with taxes 

In 1963 Modigliani and Miller wrote another article concerning the capital structure, name-
ly Corporate Income taxes and The Cost of Capital: A correction. In this article they look at the 
propositions in a more realistic point of view, that is when taxes are included.  

The fact that taxes are in presence affects the first proposition in such way that debt is 
more beneficial than equity, this is due to the tax deductibility of interest payment. Interests 
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are tax deductable but dividend payouts are not. Underneath follows a pie example of capi-
tal structure and firm value. Including taxes implies a larger total value of debt plus equity, 
i.e. assets, in the levered firm case assuming both firms’ pies are equally sized. (Hillier et al 
2010)  

Graph 3: Levered firm vs. unlevered firm (Hillier et al. 2010) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If one is aiming to maximize the firm value one should prefer the levered firm since the 
proportion of tax payments are smaller than in the unlevered firm. The firm value is the 
remaining parts of the pie, that is the equity and debt. The tax part is view as a cost that re-
duces the remaining value (Brealey, Myers & Allen 2008).  

When a company increases its leverage it reduces the firms tax payments, this results in a 
larger total value paid out to their investors, i.e. bond- and shareholders. To clarify further 
an example follows, built upon the one concerning homemade leverage (Brealey et al. 
2008).           
 

Table 3: Total value of a levered vs. unlevered firm (Brealey et al 2008) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The levered firm can pay out more to its investors and therefore it can raise more capital 
initially, which increases the total value of the firm. The resulting difference in the amount 
available to investors for the levered firm is called Interest Tax Shield, that is the additional 

$ Levered Firm Unlevered Firm 

EBIT 1 500 1500 

Interest expense -500 0 
Income before tax 1 000 1500 

Taxes (27 %) -270 -405 
Net income To shareholders 730 1 095 

   
To debtholders 500 0 

   

To all investors 1230 1095 
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amount gained from holding debt. It is calculated by taking the tax rate times the interest 
payments. (Brealey et al. 2008) 

According to Modigliani and Miller, the first proposition including taxes is that a levered 
firm’s total value is higher than the unlevered’s value due to the present value of the inter-
est tax shield. 

 

 

 

2.3.4 Proposition II with taxes 

The WACC formula is modified in the presence of taxes, the deductibility of interest pay-
ments is included in the formula and it changes the earlier drawn conclusions. The cost of 
equity is still positively related to leverage but since interest is deductable and dividend is 
not, leverage causes a decrease in the WACC. An increasing debt decreases the WACC, 
hence the WACC has negative relation to leverage when tax is included compared to the 
non-relation stated earlier without tax. (Modigliani & Miller, 1963) 

 

 

 

 

Increasing the leverage would generate a tax shield and lower rate of cost that decreases the 
WACC but at the same time it increases the cost of equity, causing the WACC to go up.  
The tax shield has a stronger impact on the WACC when the leverage is low, but when the 
leverage reaches a certain point the cost of equity rises more with respect to the tax shield 
and the WACC increases again. Consequently the WACC holds a U-shaped curve, and as 
stated earlier the minimized cost of capital yields a maximized firm value. (Berk & 
DeMarzo, 2011) 

Graph 4: Weighted cost of capital (Berk DeMarzo, 2011) 
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2.4 Interest tax shield and financial distress cost 

Modigliani and Miller do only convey a minor treatment of taxes in their after tax proposi-
tions, in the pre-tax propositions they assume perfect capital markets. There are several 
things ignored in their assumptions that have an important impact on the capital structure. 
In the real world there are two key factors that are fundamental when it comes to capital 
structure, namely the interest tax shield and the financial distress cost. These effectual ele-
ments need furthermore elaboration. 

2.4.1 Interest Tax Shield 

As stated in MM’s Proposition I with taxes, the interest tax shield is the tax payment that a 
levered company omits, in comparison to an unlevered company. It is an advantage that 
adds on value to the levered company. In 1977 Miller wrote the article  Debt and Taxes and 
he claims that if personal taxes are considered, they would more or less eliminate the inter-
est tax shield in the sum of all paid taxes by both bondholders and shareholders (Under the 
assumptions that the company pays the full statutory tax rate). Miller still assert in his arti-
cle from 1977 that one cannot increase the value of a company through an amendment in 
the capital structure, as stated in his earlier articles (Modigliani & Miller, 1958 & 1963). 

According to Myers (1984), Miller has a fairly extreme point of view. Myers alleges that the 
presence of personal taxes indeed does reduce the interest tax shield but it does not offset 
it completely. The weight of impact depends on the percentage of the corporate tax rate 
and the personal tax rate. The interest is only taxed at the personal level whereas the equity 
is taxed at both corporate and personal levels. Illustrating this further by the following ta-
ble: (Brealey et al. 2008) 

           Table 4: Interest/Income tax (Brealey et al. 2008) 
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The company’s operating income can follow either one or both of the two arrows or 
tracks, each weight depending on how the capital structure is composed. The company 
should chose to issue debt or equity according to which one would generate the highest af-
ter tax value. Hence, if the amount paid out to bondholders [1-Tp], exceeds the amount 
paid out to stockholders [(1-TpE)(1-Tc)] debt is preferable. Equity is preferable if it is vice 
versa, but if they are equal then the capital structure is indifferent and that is what Miller 
(1977) argued. The total taxes (both corporate and personal taxes) paid for levered firms 
are equal to total taxes paid in all equity firms (Brealey et al 2008). 

Furthermore, one can see that if the personal tax rate on equity and debt are equal, the 
company should prefer debt to equity and the personal taxes can be ignored (Hillier et al. 
2010). The following formula beneath, is named Relative tax advantage of debt and it calculates 
whether the company is in favor of debt or equity. If the formula generates a number high-
er than one, debt is the better option but if the result is below one, equity is more advanta-
geous. These estimations are rather complex things to determine in the real world, since 
personal taxes varies to a great extent among different tax brackets (Brealey et al. 2008). 

 

 

 

 

2.4.2 The Financial Distress Cost 

Hitherto, most things indicate that businesses should possess high leverage to increase the 
firm value, but why do not companies tend to do so? Basically, due to the financial distress 
cost, that is the cost of bankruptcy risk. The more leverage a company holds the higher is 
the risk of bankruptcy, i.e. the company has a higher probability of not paying their interest 
or meet their obligations in general. The key explanation of the increased risk is that bond-
holders are legally entitled to receive interest and principle payments, and dividends to 
shareholders are not an obligation (Berk, DeMarzo & Harford 2012).  

The financial distress cost occurs when a company defaults its obligations, it does not im-
ply that the company is bankrupted. The bankruptcy is the worst ending scenario of the fi-
nancial distress and it is expensive, but experiencing financial distress without going bank-
rupt is also costly. The different expenses are often separated into direct and indirect costs 
of financial distress (Hillier et al. 2010). 

The direct financial distress cost are first and foremost legal and administrative costs, these 
are the costs that arise during the bankruptcy. It is a very complex, time consuming and 
costly process, the lawyers, consultants, creditors and investment banks often require a 
large fee. According to Weiss (1990) the direct costs are approximately 3 percent of the 
pre-bankruptcy market value of the firm. However, most often the lawyers etc. have a fixed 
fee which implies a higher percentage cost for smaller companies (Berk et al. 2012). 

The indirect costs of financial distress are expenses that occur due to the fact that a com-
pany might go bankrupted. These costs can occur even if the company is not bankrupted, 
i.e. if it is experiencing financial distress. Here follows some examples of indirect costs; 
Loss of costumers, clients might prefer another company to prevent that the origin com-
pany is not able to provide support and services, in case that the firm goes bankrupt. Loss 
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of suppliers, the submitters might not be willing to deliver inventory in case that the com-
pany are not able to pay for it. Cost to employees, the staff might not be willing to work if 
they anticipate no paid out salary, or they require a higher wage to compensate for the risk. 
Fire sales of assets, the company may have the pressure from creditors to raise cash in a 
short time period and the company sells of the assets underpriced (Berk et al. 2012).  

According to Andrade and Kaplan (1998) the total cost of financial distress is approximate-
ly 10 to 23 percent of the pre-bankruptcy value of the firm. The distress cost have a large 
impact on the value of the company, it reduces the tax interest shield and therefore also the 
firm value. When the distress cost increases, logically the firm value decreases so the lower 
cost of distress the better (Brealey et al. 2008). 

When estimating the financial cost of distress, one calculates the expected value of the total 
cost, that is the probability of going bankrupted times the financial distress cost. The dis-
tress cost is somewhat fixed but the probability of bankruptcy is dependent on the debt to 
equity ratio. This is where the capital structure is of significant matter, the higher leverage 
the higher probability of bankruptcy. (Hillier et al. 2010) 

 

 

 

2.5 Optimal Capital Structure 

The optimal capital structure is the best combination of debt and equity that minimizes the 
cost of capital and thereby maximizes the value of the firm. According to Modigliani and 
Miller (1963) mentioned earlier, it is stated that an augmentation in leverage would generate 
an interest tax shield which add value for the firm. On the other hand, the increase of debt 
would imply an enhancement of the financial distress cost which reduces the value of the 
company. The optimal capital structure is the level of leverage with the best balance be-
tween the tax benefit and the distress cost (Bradley, Jarrell & Kim, 1984). But in the real 
world financial managers may prefer other principles of financial decision making, this sec-
tion will scrutinize both these alternatives further. 

2.5.1 The Static Trade-off Theory 

The most obvious hypothesis of optimal capital structure is the static trade-off theory, it is 
as simple as it sounds a trade-off between the tax benefits through the interest shield and 
the costs of financial distress. The trade-off theory generates a certain level of leverage that 
maximizes the firm value and this is the company’s target debt ratio that it should aim to 
maintain. According to this theory one evaluate a company’s value the same way as men-
tioned earlier but they subtract the present value of the financial distress cost as well (Brad-
ley et al. 1984). 
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The optimized capital structure exists when the marginal benefit of debt is equal to the 
marginal cost of debt. If the starting point is an unlevered firm, and it would adjust its capi-
tal structure to a small degree of leverage, it would generate a high benefit from interest tax 
shield without any significant increase in the cost of distress. If the company would in-
crease the leverage additional, the benefit would still be appreciable but not to the same ex-
tent as before, the cost of financial distress would be higher and more noteworthy than ear-
lier. In a further rise in leverage, the cost of financial distress would exceed the tax benefit. 
Hence, the firm value line, with respect to debt, holds a hump-shaped curve (Hillier et al. 
2010). 

Graph 5. A development of the Firm value line (Hillier et al. 2010) 

 

When the optimal capital structure curve is at its highest point, the value of the firm is 
maximized and that is the company’s target debt ratio. This is exactly the same level of lev-
erage that minimizes the cost of capital, the U-shaped WACC curve recalling from earlier 
(Hillier et al 2010). All companies have their own optimized capital structure point, due to 
the different costs of distress levels. In following graph there are two curves representing 
the optimal capital structure line, one for a company with a higher financial distress cost 
and one with a lower. The distress cost increases with the risk of default, and the more 
risky a company is, the less it borrows (Myers, 1984). 

Graph 6: An amplification of the Firm value line (Hillier et al. 2010) 
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The distress cost varies among different industries, for example depending on the type of 
assets the company owns, the volatility of asset value and cash flow. Whether the compa-
ny’s assets are tangible or not affect the risk, if a company has mainly tangible assets, which 
are less risky, the company can have a higher leverage. High growth firms with intangible 
assets are more risky and usually hold less debt. A high volatility in the market value of the 
assets and cash flow, implies higher risk and lower target leverage (Myers, 1984).  

Do all companies hold their target debt ratio? No they do not, even if the company’s goal 
is to reach that optimized point, there are cost of adjustments. The company cannot 
change its capital structure frequently from one period to another, it implies too much ex-
penses. Hence, the company cannot offset the incidents that cause the company out of 
their optimized point. However it is not proven, even if the adjustments cost were small or 
abolished, that companies would possess the capital structure that maximizes the firm’s 
value (Myers, 1984). 

2.5.2 Agent Principal  

One can view the agent principal theory as an extension of the trade-off theory, the value 
of the levered firm is adjusted to the agency costs as well as the tax interest shield an finan-
cial distress cost. The agent is the manager and the principal is the shareholder, the agent is 
supposed to work in favor of the principal. The agency costs are expenses that incurs when 
managers make financial decisions in their own interest and not in favor to the sharehold-
ers. Even though managers possess shares in the company, the fraction is often small and 
the benefits for the management exceed the loss they make in shareholder value (Jensen & 
Meckling, 1976). 

Following example is taken from Hillier et al (2010), the manager owns all the shares in the 
company, with a total value of one million dollar. But the company is in need of two addi-
tional million dollars in capital, and the manager could issue debt for an interest rate of 12 
percent or issue equity and consequently only own one third of the company. 

Table 5: Managers choice (Hillier et al. 2010) 

  Debt Issue  Equity Issue 

            Whence            Whence 

    Cash Flow Cash Flow    Cash Flow Cash Flow 

Work Intensity  Cash Flow Interest  to Equity  to Manager  Cash Flow Interest  to Equity  to Manager 

6-hour days   300 000 240 
000 

60 000 60 000   300 000 0 300 000 100 000 

10-hours days   400 000 240 
000 

160 000 160 000   400 000 0 400 000 133 333 

 

The manager is better of working ten hours a day when issuing debt, or six hours a day if 
issuing equity. If issuing equity the manager would have an increased incentive to purchase 
more perquisites, since two thirds are paid by other owner. The owners would also increase 
their incentive of accepting non-profitable projects due to the positive impact on salary 
probably exceed the negative impact on stock value. Hence, the consequences of issuing 
equity instead of debt is that the manager would work less, buy unnecessary perquisites and 
accept bad investments, these are the agency costs (Hillier et al. 2010). 
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2.5.3 Asymmetric Information 

The theory of asymmetric information implies that one part have more information about 
the joint subject then the other part. For example managers know often much more about 
the company than the investor does. This can result in exploitation from the managers’ 
point of view, where he can take advantage of his additional knowledge and deceive the in-
vestors to believe that the company is growing and that the managers are confident of the 
company’s future and opportunities (Berk et al. 2012). 

The manager can for example use leverage as a signal to convince investors that the com-
pany is in good shape and expanding, but it can in fact be having trouble to meet its future 
obligations. Another way for the managers to benefit from their supplementary infor-
mation is to use the market timing theory. The investors believe that issuing new equity 
implies that the share price is overvalued and issuing new debt or using retained earning 
means undervalued share prices, the managers can there by manipulate investors by for ex-
ample issue debt even though the shares are overvalued (Hillier et al. 2010). 

This implies that a company may have other incentives then for example the value maximi-
zation when making the decision of issuing capital. Even though the company would have 
had to issue equity to approach the target debt ratio, it might choose to issue debt to avoid 
the occurrence of negative speculations (Berk et al. 2012). 

2.5.4 Pecking Order Theory 

The pecking order theory is more often used by financial managers in comparison to the 
trade-off theory (Myers, 1984), and the pecking order theory is based on the asymmetric in-
formation phenomenon. Since investors know that managers have additional information, 
they tend to speculate every financial move to predict the company’s future and wealth. 
Consequently managers are averse of any capital structure amendments, the investors can 
interpret it accurately or not but managers try to avoid capital structure amendment so that 
the investors are prevented to speculate at all (Berk et al. 2012). 

The pecking order theory is an order in which financial managers prefer to raise new capital 
if needed. The ideal starting point is to use internal financing, in this manner the manager 
can totally avoid any speculations. Internal financing implies not to issue debt or equity, the 
company simply transfers their own money into investment capital, most commonly used 
is the retained earnings (Myers, 1984). 

If the company does not possess sufficient internal capital, the secondary option is external 
financing, that is issuing debt or equity. However there are some preferences within this 
option. Primarily issuing debt, the safer security the better, debt is less risky in comparison 
to equity. Merely in cases whereas the debt capacity is fully used the pecking order allows 
equity issuing (Myers, 1984). 

2.6 Determining Variables 

As stated in previous sections the leverage is of significant importance to a company and 
there are different approaches of choosing the company’s capital structures. It have been 
declared that the taxes and the bankruptcy risk is vital when it comes to leverage, however 
there are additional variables that also effects the choice of capital structure. Previous stud-
ies have performed cross-sectional tests to check this subject, a deepener discussions con-
cerning the impact of the company’s industry and size follows (Titman & Wessels, 1988, 
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and Graham & Harvey, 2001). Recall the two different curves of financial distress cost in 
terms of leverage in section 2.5.1. 

2.6.1 Industry 

Companies in various industries have different target debt ratios, for example as seen in the 
following table the technology industry have very low leverage whereas the automobile in-
dustry have very high (Berk et al. 2012). 

Graph 7: Leverages among industries in the U.S (Reuters 2010) 

 

The divergences can be explained by the different assets that the companies hold, a tech-
nology company such as Microsoft have primarily intangible assets like human capital etc, 
however a car manufacturing company have plenty of tangible assets. This implies that the 
technology company holds less secure debt for the creditors, but the auto company can 
provide collaterals. The creditors can therefore offer debt at a lower cost for the car manu-
facturer and they can thereby hold more debt without carrying the same risk as the tech-
nology company (Hillier et al. 2010).  

Another dependent factor is the uniqueness of branch, i.e. a company that performs in an 
industry which provides exclusive products or services without a lot of competition. If the 
company supply something unique for their customers, for example in an oligopoly, they 
are more likely to experience high cost in a potential liquidation. For example, the employ-
ees may have unique and specific skills that may not be demanded somewhere else. In a 
unique business, substitutes are not easily found and the consumers appreciate the business 
in a more valuable way. These reasons contribute to a higher financial distress cost and 

0 80 
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thereby lower levels of leverage (Titman & Wessels, 1988). Compare for example petrole-
um businesses and entertainment in the table above.  

2.6.2 Size 

The size of the company is also of importance when determining the financial structure, as 
mentioned earlier the cost of bankruptcy is somewhat fixed. So the larger company, the 
smaller is the proportional bankruptcy cost. Thus, larger companies can employ higher lev-
erage without increasing the risk significantly. Another reason can be that larger companies 
tend to have some advantages concerning the cost of debt, through a better access to the 
credit market. (Titman & Wessels, 1988) 

The cost of issuing new equity and debt are relatively more expensive for smaller firms, the 
issuing cost is most often a fixed priced for each class of issuing. Equity is most expensive 
and short term debt is less costly than long term debt, resulting in short term debt financed 
smaller companies. According to Titman and Wessels (1988) this implies that small firms 
are more leveraged. 

A company’s sales are dependent on the company size, one generally use the natural loga-
rithm to describe the curve of sales as a function of size. Consequently, when a small com-
pany increase or decrease its size (asset value) it results in rather large amendment of the 
sales, conversely a change in a large company’s value would only generate small adjust-
ments. Hence, small firms are more sensitive to modifications than large firms, i.e. small 
firms are more risky (Titman & Wessels, 1988). 

Graph 8: Example of Natural Log (Based on graph in Chiang and Wainwright, 2005) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6.3 Other variables;Business Stage, Profitability and Conjuncture 

There are additional variables that also have an important impact on the choice of financial 
structure, and they have also a connection to the industry and size. Taxes have a big impact 
as discussed earlier but so does the profitability, the volatility of profit and the growth, just 
to mention a few. The profitability is vital when applying the pecking order theory, since 
the primary choice is internal financing the company needs to have earlier periods profit in 
the retained earnings account. If the company does not possess any retained earnings it is 
forced to issue debt or equity which is costly (Titman & Wessels, 1988). 
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The deviation of profit from one year to another implies that the company runs a higher 
probability of financial distress. Consequently, companies with a high volatility have a low-
er target debt ratio, and therefore issue less debt (Hillier et al. 2010). Companies with high 
growth rate are less likely to issue debt, and if they do, they would issue short term debt. 
This is due to the agency cost, which increases in growing firms. Furthermore the growth 
adds value to the company but it is not collateralized, therefore it increases the equity. 
Hence, growing companies tend to have lower leverage (Titman & Wessels, 1988). 

2.7 Capital Structure Decision making 

In previous sections, it is shown what factors that determine the choice of capital structure 
and what theoretical techniques can be used when making such a decision. However, in the 
real world, do financial managers apply these techniques and do they prefer the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory? Here follows some clarification regarding this matter 
of fact, stated in previous studies. 

Pinegar and Wilbricht wrote an article (1989) where they compared the utility of capital 
structure theories through a survey. They stated three theories, the Optimal Combination of 
Long Term Funds, the Optimal Hierarchy in Raising Funds and Models of Neither of these Approaches. 
The first one is the static trade-off theory, the second is the pecking order theory and the 
third could be for example the financial planning principle. However, Pinegar and 
Wilbricht (1989), declares that the use of one approach do not have to exclude a use of an-
other. 

The financial planning principle is according to Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989) a more de-
scriptive alternative, which includes more general terms and business ratios. These are fac-
tors like Financial Flexibility and Independence, Long-term Survivability, Maximizing Secu-
rity Prices, High Debt Rating and Comparability with other Firms in the Industry. 

The first study shows the preference order of long term funds (See Appendix 1), it resulted 
in an obvious first choice of internal financing, followed by debt, thereafter external equity 
and last preferred stock. Thus, this shows that manager’s financial priories tend to reflect 
more of the pecking order theory, with internal financing followed by the safest security, 
than the trade-off theory, with a target debt ratio (Pinegar & Wilbricht, 1989).  

Furthermore, Pinegar et al.(1989) made a study in which managers were told to rank differ-
ent factors of capital structure (See Appendix 2 & Appendix 3), from unimportant to im-
portant. This resulted in showing that managers in general consider the financial planning 
principles more important that the input factors. Factors such as maintaining financial flex-
ibility, ensuring long term survivability, cash flow and maintaining high debt rating were 
proven of more importance to managers than for example the corporate tax rate or bank-
ruptcy cost (Pinegar & Wilbricht, 1989). 

The study by Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989) is fairly old, however Graham and Harvey con-
ducted a similar survey in 2001 that resulted in approximately the same conclusions. Finan-
cial flexibility, credit rating, earnings and cash flow are on the top of the most important 
factors, whereas bankruptcy cost is in the bottom. (Graham & Harvey, 2001) 

Both these studies were interpreted out of samples of companies from the USA, however 
according to Brounen, Jong and Koedijk (2006) managers from European companies have 
somewhat similar points of view. The European study resulted in more divergence among 
different countries due to various legal systems, one thing they mention is the tax consider-
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ation (Brounen et al. 2006). Bancel and Mittoo (2004) showed that managers of Scandina-
vian companies differ from other European managers in terms of financial structure issues. 
Regarding the importance of Equity, Convertible Bonds and Raising foreign capital, is dif-
ferent ranked in comparison to other managers in Europe. For example concerning com-
mon stock policy, Scandinavian managers consider the dilution of earnings per share as 
fairly unimportant, whereas the other managers consider it to be the most important factor 
of common stock (Bancel & Mittoo, 2004). 

Over all, there is evidence of the utility of target debt ratios however the pecking order 
theory tend to be of larger significance, furthermore an combination of both the theories 
seem to be most applicable. The financial planning principles are the most important fac-
tors of financial structure choices (Pinegar & Wilbricht, 1989, Graham and Harvey, 2001, 
Bancel & Mittoo, 2004 and Brounen et al. 2006). 
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3 Method 

This section will enlighten the research method. Firstly, a presentation of the methodology with research ap-
proach and design, followed by the literature search. Subsequently the data collection, sampling and a de-
scription of the empirical study. This is completed by a discussion of criticism, validity and reliability of the 
study. 

3.1 The Objective with problem statement 

The objective of this study is to, out of the data collection and its examination, answer the 
research questions by means of the frame of reference. There are two data collections, one 
were a large sample of companies will generate statistical data through confidence intervals 
and ANOVA-tests, and one were a small group of financial managers will provide infor-
mation through personal interviews. The statistical tests will examine the first problem and 
the interviews will examine the second problem. Recall the problem statement: 

What capital structure do Swedish businesses hold and does the capital structure diverge among different in-

dustries or sizes? 

How is the financial management of Swedish businesses’ awareness and view of capital structure? 

3.2 Methodology 

There are two scientific ideologies often discussed in the methodology, namely ”positiv-
ism” and ”hermeneutics”. In positivism the author is only observing the facts from an ob-
jective point of view. When applying hermeneutics, the author allows both facts and per-
sonal values, hence a more subjective point of view. This thesis is mainly a positivistic one, 
since it is objective and no personal values etc will be taken into account (Jakobsen, 2002). 

3.2.1 Research Approach 

There are two main approaches of research, namely Deduction and Induction. The deduc-
tive approach implies that one proceeds from the previous theories and thereafter conduct 
research, it is a development and testing of theories and hypotheses, often associated with 
quantitative data. The inductive approach functions the other way around, the data is col-
lected and analyzed, and thereof a theory is developed, the data collection is most often 
qualitative. A research approach with a combination of deduction and induction is called 
Abduction (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). This thesis consist of both quantitative 
and qualitative data, however both analyses are testing previous studies, no new theories 
are developed and therefore this is more of a deductive research approach. 

3.2.2 Research Design 

The most common research strategy within business is the Survey strategy, which is in-
ferred as an analyzing and investigating method (Saunders et al. 2009). The survey strategy 
is the one applied in this thesis, there are cross-sectional, i.e. extensive, investigations since 
it was chosen to use data from several companies at one juncture.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) there are different types of research choices in the 
method design, one can chose a Mono method or one of the Multiple methods. These dif-
ferent choices are built upon how the research and its information are conducted, and what 
questions the information answers. These factors are separated into two information 
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methodologies, referred to quantitative or qualitative information. Quantitative information 
describes the quantity, i.e. how many or the number of something, but qualitative infor-
mation describes the quality, for example how or why something works or looks like it 
does (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009).  

Johnson and Clark (2006) write in the 4th volume of Business and Management Research 
Methodologies that there is a shared “conception that qualitative and quantitative methods 
should be viewed as complementary rather than as rival camps”. A mixed method design, 
or also referred to triangulation, contributes to a strengthen research method. 

The author considered that a combination of quantitative and qualitative data would result 
in the most comprehensible and valid outcome. The empirical study in this thesis therefore 
consist of both quantitative and qualitative information, quantitative data when observing 
Swedish businesses’ capital structure ratios and qualitative data when examining the aware-
ness and view of companies’ capital structure. 

The quantitative information is conducted through random samples gathered from differ-
ent industries and geographies within Sweden. There are secondary data collected from 
AffärsData (2012) used for the statistical studies that results in new primary conclusions. 
The quantitative information is primary data collected from a few interviews with financial 
managers from local companies.  

The quantitative data analysis tested the debt ratio of a somewhat large sample that gener-
ated a confidence interval of the population mean and an estimation whether there are di-
vergences across industries and firm sizes. Hence, these are conclusion drawn from a fairly 
large random sample of the population, it is a somewhat accurate generalization. 

On the other hand, the small sample used in the qualitative data would not generate appro-
priate statistics in a hypothesis test. However it provides a background and information to 
increase the ability to appreciate and interpret why we receive those statistics. Furthermore 
it generates a vocationally deeper understanding.  

3.3 Literature Search 

The subject of capital structure is very broad and literature was fairly easy to find, there are 
a lot of previous studies within this subject. From previous knowledge, the author had the 
own awareness of Modigliani and Miller’s importance of the topic and could easily begin to 
search in her textbooks after additional facts and authors. The author began the research in 
the school library for further literature and thesis within similar subject. 

After a lecture in literature search the author learnt how to find old thesis online and how 
to use databases, the literature searching really came to a start. At first, the author looked 
for similarities in the reference lists of the literature and searched for mostly cited, relevant 
and old articles. 

The main focus was to find academic articles, and soon enough the author had found a 
large amount of articles and many of them had recurring authors. Subsequent to reading 
the articles the author could estimate the value of the content and shortlist a dozen of aca-
demic articles to utilize. Some of the articles were complicated but with some textbooks as 
a complement the author got a real deep understanding in the topic. 
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The primarily databases used were Google Scholar, Scopus, ABI/Inform, JSTOR, Science 
Direct, E-julia, DIVA and AffärsData et al. The suitable search words, synonyms and relat-
ed terms were for example Capital Structure, Optimal Capital Structure, Target Capital 
Structure, Financial Structure, Debt to Equity ratio, Leverage, Determinants of Capital 
Structure, Risk of Debt, WACC, Cost of Capital, Asymmetric Information, Capital Struc-
ture decision making, financial management and Financing Decisions.  

During the literature search the author experienced some issues in finding literature con-
cerning Swedish companies. Mostly all previous studies were conducted outside the coun-
try of Sweden, however the author found some research that includes information about 
Scandinavian companies which was valuable. 

3.4 Data collection 

There are mainly two types of data, namely Primarily and Secondary data, the difference 
between them is how and where the data is collected. With primarily, the data is collected 
for the first time, for the purpose of this project, from for example the company’s financial 
statement. If the data is secondary it has already been collected by another source for an-
other purpose but this project, and you collect your data from that source. (Bjerke & 
Abnor, 1994) 

This thesis includes both primarily and secondary data, starting with the quantitative analy-
sis, the secondary data is collected from the database AffärsData, which possess financial 
statements from recorded companies within Sweden. AffärsData is a known and well used 
source and Swedish companies have strict regulations regarding financial reporting, from 
where AffärsData have collected their information. The author chose to utilize AffärsData 
due to the fact that it is reliable, it represents the whole population and the needed sample 
and the statistics were easily selected and downloaded for free to an excel sheet.  

In the qualitative analysis the data was gathered through structured observations by inter-
views, i.e. primary data is collected. The author conducted personal interviews with finan-
cial managers of companies in a subsample (not random) within the above mentioned 
sample. There were personal interviews of approximately 40 to 70 minutes at one occasion 
only for each company. The author chose to do interviews to get a trustworthy understand-
ing, in deeper issues that cannot condignly be investigated through statistical examination. 

3.5 Sampling of Quantitative data –The large sample 

The quantitative data aim to make estimations of all companies within Sweden, however 
there are too many companies to evaluate. Hence the author collect a sample, a small 
group, out of the all the Swedish companies, i.e. the population. This sample is small 
enough to examine and its results, the sample statistics, estimate the population parameters 
(Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 

To make such estimates as mentioned above the condition of normal distribution most be 
held, if not, the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) states that an increasing sample size tend to 
a more normal distribution of sample mean. The sample size most be at least over 30 to as-
sume normal distribution through CLT, but the higher the safer and thereby less probabil-
ity of inference (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 

The author decided to collect a sample of 100 businesses within the population. The popu-
lation is delimited to companies with an asset value between 10 to 1000 million Swedish 
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Crones over a year. This was chosen with the motive of receiving a sample of the general 
Swedish business, companies beneath 10 million SEK are small and might have different 
thinking of issuing new capital since the required capital normally is smaller and more easily 
accessible. Companies with exceeding 1000 million SEK of assets are rare and somewhat 
extraordinary capital structure concerning.  

Businesses within the financial industry such as banks etc were excluded from the popula-
tion due to the fact that their capital structure is not consistent with the rest of the popula-
tion. Another limitation made, was to focus on limited companies or private companies 
and exclude proprietorship, partnerships, associations etc. The companies can but do not 
have to be listed on the Swedish stock exchange. 

Having made these assumptions of the population, the author search for all active compa-
nies and it resulted in 48 801 companies, according to AffärsData (2012). The author then 
considered the best approach of sampling all this companies; it was chosen to use the strat-
ified random sampling. Stratified random sampling divide the population into subgroups 
and thereafter check the proportions of the subgroups, also called stratas, out of the popu-
lation. Subsequently, randomly select a sample from the stratas using the proportions, re-
sulting in a sample with the same relative size of subgroups as the population. The sizes of 
the companies were determined by the total value of their assets. The stratified random 
sampling generates more accuracy in estimations of the population than a standard random 
sampling (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 

This is an appropriate approach for this thesis since the author estimates conclusions of the 
population out of the received results from the subgroups. The chosen stratas are divided 
into three different sizes of companies, and they all represent a percentage of the popula-
tion which the author used as a proportion in the sample. The three different sizes were de-
termined to represent smaller companies, medium sized companies and large companies. 
Furthermore, drawing the lines between the sizes was complicated, since there is a higher 
frequency of companies with smaller size than large companies. However trying to main-
tain the three  categories and still receive somewhat proportional frequency generated the 
following three stratas and its distribution: 

Table 6: Stratas in sample 

 

 

 

 

 

Through random sampling, by the SPSS software, the author collected the accurate number 
of companies in each strata (with one exception stated in the qualitative sampling). Conse-
quently the sample results in 100 companies with the same proportion of sizes as in the 
population. There was one exception with this sampling, only 96 of the 100 companies in 
the sample was randomly selected in SPSS, the remaining four was predetermined to be in-
cluded in the sample due to the qualitative analysis. More about the sampling of the qualita-
tive data in chapter 3.7. 

Strata Size # in Pop. % of Pop. # in Sample 

1 10 000-20 000 19 875 40.73% 41 

2 20 001-115 000 21 909 44.89% 45 

3 115 001-1 000 000 7 017 14.38% 14 

Total 10 000-1 000 000 48 801 100.00% 100 
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3.6 The quantitative study – the statistical testings 

3.6.1 Confidence Interval of population mean 

To examine and evaluate the capital structure of Swedish businesses in general, confidence 
intervals of their leverage are calculated.  

The balance sheet of Swedish businesses includes an account referred to “Untaxed Re-
serves”, this is a part of the retained earnings that Swedish business can exploit to postpone 
their tax payments. It functions as a reserve when companies are experiencing losses 
(Thomasson, 2006). To perform a valid measure of leverage ratios, the author chose to in-
clude the untaxed reserve in the calculations. Furthermore, the author chose to include 
both current and non-current liabilities in the leverage ratio due to the origin of the prob-
lem, namely to test the capital structure which indludes all liabilities. An assumption of a 
tax rate of 27 percent is made, and consequently the leverage formula is: 

 

 

 

A confidence interval is a range of number in which an unknown parameter should exist, 
with a certain level of confidence. The level of confidence is a percentage, such as 99, 
which describes the probability that the unknown parameter is within the interval. In this 
thesis, confidence intervals are calculated to examine it what range the population mean ex-
ist, more precisely within what interval the average leverage of Swedish businesses exist 
(Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 

To calculate the Confidence Interval (C.I.) the following formula is applied: (Aczel & 
Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

The formula above is applied when the population mean and standard deviation are 
known, however the author do not hold any population parameters. Hence, another for-
mula can be applied when the sample statistics are used instead: 

 

 

 

Our sample can now generate confidence intervals that probably include the average debt 
ratio of all businesses in Sweden, under the assumption of normal distribution of the popu-
lation (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 
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The t-distribution holds the same shape as the Z-distribution and the mean of t is exactly 
the same as the mean of Z. The difference between the Z- and the t-distribution is the 
standard deviation, the t-distribution have greater variance and uncertainty than the Z-
distribution. The t-distribution for a large number of degrees of freedom, over 30,  can be 
assumed to be normally distributed and the Z-distribution can be applied (Aczel & 
Sounderpandian, 2009). 

The sample includes 100 businesses, subsequently the degrees of freedom is 99 (n-1) and 
the Z-distribution can be applied. Thus, the author uses the following formula to calculate 
the confidence intervals in this thesis: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

The alpha value (i.e. the significance level) is determined by subtracting 1 by the confidence 
level (for example α=1-0.95=0.05). Since this is a two-tailed test, due to the normal distri-
bution assumption, one divide the alpha value by two to get the accurate critical values 
(Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). The critical values are of significant importance as seen in 
the formula, the critical values applied in this thesis corresponding to the alpha levels are: 

Table 7: Critical values (NIST, 2012) 

Critical values with 99 degrees of freedom 
   α-value: 10.00% 5.00% 2.50%    1.00% 0.50% 0.10% 

Z-value           1.290       1.660       1.984         2.365         2.626         3.175 

  

3.6.2 ANOVA-tests 

For the ability to test and evaluate whether the size of company or the industry in which a 
company is located have any impact on the capital structure, single factor ANOVA-tests 
are calculated. 

An ANOVA-test is an analyze of variance, thereof the name. A single factor ANOVA, 
tests if there are differences among several population means. Is there evidence to conclude 
that there are differences among the populations or are all the population’s mean equal? To 
clarify further there are two hypotheses, the null and the alternative hypothesis, and after 
the calculations are completed one hypothesis is rejected and the other hypotheses is ac-
cepted (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 
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The assumptions required are random sampling, normal distribution and equal variances of 
the populations. The populations, or treatments (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009), in this 
case are subsamples of the sample, the author separated the samples into different seg-
ments depending on size and then industry. The size treatments were pre-organized due to 
the stratas but the industry treatments were much more demanding to subdivide. 

Table 8: Size treatments 

Size Treatment Size # in Treatment 

1 10 000-20 000 41 

2 20 001-115 000 45 

3 115 001-1 000 000 14 

Total 10 000-1 000 000 100 

 

The author emanated the treatments from the frame of reference and what different indus-
tries that was more distinguished in the leverage point of view. The automobile industry 
and service businesses were two segments the author wanted to emphasize, along with oth-
er segments such as technology. However, the author could not have each industry repre-
sented and to select some few would exclude many companies. Consequently, it was cho-
sen to merge different industries into one retail and one production segment. Hence, there 
were three size treatments, the three stratas, and four industry treatments, automobile, ser-
vice, retail and manufacturing. Each companies’ industry was taken from AffärsData 
(2012). 

Table 9: Industry treatment 

Industry Treatment Industry # in Treatment 

1 Automobile 6 

2 Manufacturing 27 

3 Retail 41 

4 Service 26 

Total All Industries 100 

 

The hypothesis tests are subsequently to see if there are any differences in leverage between 
the different sizes of companies and between the different groups of industries. 

Performing an ANOVA-test implies several computations, one have to calculate the sum 
of squares treatment and the sum of squares error and these are fairly complex to do by 
hand. Subsequently one divides the results by each degree of freedom to get the mean 
squares, thereafter one divide the mean square of treatment by the mean square of error. 
This final result determines which of the hypotheses is accepted and rejected. Here follows 
a table to elucidate the computing further: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

Table 10: ANOVA-table (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

ANOVA-table 
    Source of Variation Sum of Squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-ratio 
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Treatment SSTR r-1 MSTR MSTR 

Error SSE n-r MSE  MSE 

Total SST n-1 
   

The sum of squares treatment is calculated by adding up all treatments squares. A treat-
ment square is the squared difference of the treatment mean and the grand mean, times the 
number of elements in the treatment. Formula: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

The sum of squares errors is calculated by adding up the error squares in each treatment. 
An error square is the sum of the squared difference of each data point and their treatment 
means. Formula: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

The author chose to calculate ANOVA’s with three different confidence levels, again to get 
a broader picture and see how credible the conclusions of rejection/acceptance are. Each 
confidence level represents a critical value that together with the F-ratio determines wheth-
er to reject the null hypothesis or not: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 

 

 

Or one can use the P-value (the probability of obtaining a test statistics at least as extreme 
as the observed) that corresponds to the F-ratio, to determine a rejection or acceptance of 
the null hypothesis: (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009)  

 

 

 

Furthermore if one receives a F-ratio or P-value that is interpreted to accept the null hy-
pothesis it does not imply that the null hypothesis is true. It implies that the test results do 
not generate enough evidence to conclude that the alternative hypothesis is true (Aczel & 
Sounderpandian, 2009). 

F Ratio 
≤ 

Critical Value 
= Accept H₀ 

> = Reject H₀ 

P-value 
≤ 

Significance Level 
= Reject H₀ 

> = Accept H₀ 
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3.7 Sampling of qualitative data –The subsample 

The sampling to the qualitative data was collected through personal connections, the au-
thor considered that local companies within in the Jönköping area would be more complai-
sant to spend the time and effort required to conduct these interviews. The financial man-
agers may feel a correlation, responsibility and willingness to help students from the same 
geographic area. Thus, the subsample was chosen by hand with target of companies that 
matches the population and the large sample. The motive was to remain the strata and 
treatment proportion to some extent and therefore the author selected companies across 
different industries and sizes. There are four companies and their financial manager, partic-
ipating, and each strata and all treatments are represented by at least one company. 

As a matter of fact the subsample in the qualitative data was collected in advance and the 
large sample in the quantitative data was predetermined to include the subsample, therefore 
this was an exception made in the random sampling of the large sample collection.  

Due to the potential revealing of unofficial facts, one company chooses to be anonymous 
throughout the thesis. Hence there will be no disclosure of that company’s name or em-
ployees, therefore the company will forth more be called Company X and the CFO Jan 
Xxxxx. 

The companies in the subsample are all locally situated in the Jönköping area, however they 
have corporations spread over Sweden and, in two cases, the world. Yet, the interviews 
take place at the companies local business in the Jönköping area and most of the interview-
ees, i.e. the financial managers are normally situated here. 

Here follows some general information about the companies in the subsample: 

Firm 1: Montico AB 

Montico is a Swedish human resource corporate group that provides services within staff-
ing, recruitment, education, coaching, adjustment, rehabilitation, consulting and contract by 
tender (Montico-om Montico, 2012). Montico have six subsidiaries (AffärsData, 2012), to-
tally they had a revenue of approximately 200 million SEK with around 450 employees in 
2010 (Montico-om Montico, 2012). Montico AB is the parent company and it had revenue 
of over 24 million SEK in 2010 and 15 employees at that time (AffärsData, 2012), the lev-
erage was calculated to almost 343 percent. The founder, Börje Johansson owns a majority 
of the shares and Lars-Göran Thorberg possess some part, they both are active within the 
business. Montico is strong financially, they are investing and expanding frequently (L.G. 
Thor berg, personal communication, 2012-03-29) 

 

 

Firm 2: Skobes Bil i Tranås AB 

Skobes Bil is a retail corporate group within the automobile industry, they are a distributive 
trader of new Volvo, Ford, Renault and Dacia cars and they sell used cars in all brands 
(Skobes-Om Skobes, 2012). In the beginning of year 2012 Skobes Bil carried out a large 

                                                

3 Montico Leverage: (4389+0.27*19)/12930≈34% See appendix for further information 
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acquisition which implied an increase of 50 percent in their revenue. Skobes Bil is today lo-
cated in 12 cities with over 300 employees (D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-
03-29). However, this study’s statistics are from 2010 i.e. before the acquisition, hence the 
total revenue in 2010 was approximately 900 million SEK with over 200 employees and the 
leverage of the corporate group was almost 474 percent (D. Hansson, personal communica-
tion 2012-04-29). Skobes Bil i Tranås AB is a subsidiary with over 152 million SEK in rev-
enue and 23 employees in 2010 (AffärsData, 2012), the leverage is calculated to 635 percent. 
Skobes Bil is owned by the business active siblings Magnus, Tobias and Sophia Skobe, 
which are the fifth generation since the founding in 1886. Skobes Bil had before the acqui-
sition only triple A’s on their credit-ratings which implies long-term financial stability and 
safety (Skobes-Om Skobes, 2012). 

Firm 3: EFG 

EFG European Furniture Group is an international manufacturing company, they are one 
of the largest suppliers of office furniture within Europe (EFG-marknad, 2012), however 
further of their clientele inhabit countries like the USA, Russia, Brazil et al. (T. Andrén, 
personal communication, 2012-03-27). The production subsidiary, EFG AB, had revenue 
surpassing 500 million SEK in 2010, they had 186 employees at that time and a leverage of 
53.86 percent (AffärsData, 2012). The corporate group of EFG have a leverage of 83.87 
percent(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27) and they are owned by the pri-
vate equity company Norwegian investment fund Herkules Capital AS (EFG-fakta, 2012). 
EFG have experienced some more grueling time in the recent years, however they are op-
timistic towards the future (T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27). 

Firm 4: Company X 

Company X is the parent company of a leading retail corporate group within the technolo-
gy business in Europe and China, they supply industrial components and systems to over 
20 000 customers (J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-04-29). The total revenue in 
2010 was 1 430 million SEK with 504 employees, whence the parent company had a reve-
nue of 37.4 million SEK (Company X-Investerarrelationer-Årsredovisningar, 2012) and 17 
employees (AffärsData, 2012). The company is listed on the Swedish stock exchange with a 
total value of 38.6 million in shares outstanding (AffärsData, 2012). The leverage of the 
parent company is approximately 348 percent and the leverage of the corporate group is 369 
percent (Company X-Investerarrelationer-Årsredovisningar, 2012). The corporate group  
of OEM is financially stable and they are continuously expanding (J. Xxxxx, personal 
communication, 2012-04-29). 

                                                

4 Corporate group of Skobes: (92757+148022+0,27*0)/514698≈46,8% 

5 Skobes Leverage: (62343+0.27*27227)/110590≈63% See appendix for further information 

6 EFG AB Leverage: (274266+0.27*11495)/515521≈53.8% See appendix for further information 

7 Group EFG Leverage: (1145722+0.27*(-13851))/1362607≈83.8%  

8 Company X Leverage: (195500+0.27*97800)/652600≈34% See appendix for further information 

9 Corporate Group of Company X Leverage: (67900+269900 +0,27*0)/931600≈36% 
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3.8 The Qualitative study – the interviews 

3.8.1 Preparation of Interviews 

In February when the key contents, problems and structure of the thesis were somewhat 
determined, the author began to invest in what companies to interview. The author is from 
the Jönköping area, and that region inhabits several head offices of large companies. The 
author excogitated her own personal connections to managers at local companies. These 
connections would probably generate more valuable and reliable information than by ran-
domly contacting managers. 

 The author then considered a group of six companies that would fit into the larger sample 
in the statistical study, with factors like size and industry. The author was aiming to contact 
financial managers of whole corporate groups such as CFO’s, not just financial managers 
of a subsidiary. This is due to the interview questions, the author intended to examine how 
financial decisions are taken regarding for example an investment and this subject of matter 
concerns the whole corporate group.  

The author called each company’s telephone exchange and asked for the e-mail addresses 
to their CFO or similar. Subsequently the author contacted the six financial managers by e-
mail, in which a short summery of the future thesis was attached and a description of what 
the companies were asked to do. More precisely, a short interview with questions concern-
ing the companies’ capital structure. Five of the financial managers answered the e-mail and 
four of them were willing to participate in the interview.  

In mid March when the frame of reference was more or less completed, the author booked 
a meeting with the interviewees in the beginning of April. The author called back to the fi-
nancial managers the day before the meeting to confirm that time and place still was ap-
proved by them. 

3.8.2 Framing the questionnaire 

See Appendix 4 for the questionnaire. 

The goal of interviewing financial managers is to understand how the issue of capital struc-
ture is handled in reality, to check whether the companies apply any of the earlier stated 
theories or if they have other policies. Each interview aim to last for approximately 30 
minutes and to generate deep and comprehensive answers. The author intend to focus the 
interviews primarily on the last sections of the frame of reference since the first sections 
are fundamental and the basis on which the later sections are built out of.  

The carried out interviews are personal and at one time only, therefore it is important to 
create a good ambiance with the interviewee, so the interview is successfully performed. It 
is also significant that the interviewee feel appreciated and vital, one should therefore focus 
on his or her experience of the subject (M. Ericson, Lecture at JIBS, 2012-02-21). Accord-
ing to Jacobsen (2002) one should begin an interview with general questions to ease the 
process, thus the author opens the interviews with four questions concerning the position, 
role and company relation of the interviewee. This fact is also of significance to the author 
and the audience, to understand the viewpoint of the answers. 

Thereafter follows some questions leading into the key subject, of last experience of the 
concerned issue for the company and the role of the interviewee at the time. For a smooth 
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transition into deeper questions the author continues with the result of last experience and 
moving on to the motive and reason of the result. Seeking answers such as general thinking 
and assessments in terms of capital structure amendments. 

The next part of the questionnaire regards the usage of the theories from the frame of ref-
erence. Starting with a preference question of what accounts to amend when there is a capi-
tal restructure, the author receive information concerning the trade-off and pecking order 
theories. The attendant question explaining why, might generate information of target debt 
ratios, speculations and agency cost et al. 

Next follows a question regarding the determining variables, it will generate information 
concerning for example if the company compare its debt ratio to other similar companies 
or not. Thereafter the author has some questions regarding the most important factors to 
consider in a capital restructure. This is another ranking question that engenders fact of the 
companies’ view of tax shield, volatility of cash flow, financial distress risk and cost, credit 
rating, transaction costs, financial flexibility et al. It should include the factors’ importance 
to the company and why. 

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005) one should aim for a soft ending of the interview. 
Hence, the last questions are very smooth and of the companies’ own interest, for example 
anonymousness in the thesis.  

3.8.3 Proceeding the Interviews 

On the day of the interview, the author brought pens and a folder which included a paper 
to the interviewee with all the questions and a bunch of papers for the author. That bunch 
included the questionnaire with spaces for the answers and some clean papers. The author 
was always in time and unstressed.  

The interview started somewhat different at the different companies, but they all started 
with some general conversation, introducing the interviewee, the company and the author 
in which order depended on the situation. Some interviewees showed the author around in 
the company building, others let her set down with the interviewee and employees during 
the coffee break.  

However, the real interview began with the author describing the purpose and content of 
the thesis and the interview in more detail and the interviewee were handled the question-
naire. Subsequently the interviewee submitted the company in short, what they do and how 
they are organized. Thereafter the interview followed the questionnaire, and the length of 
each answers were different in each question and interview. At all the companies the inter-
viewees provided unofficial statistics and drawings etc, all with a large involvement and 
willingness to help the author understand. 

After the questionnaire was completely answered the author double-checked the questions 
again to ensure that everything was answered and understood correctly. The interviewees 
offered them to answer questions in retrospect if the author would find something ambig-
uous or incomplete etc. It was decided to send the future text of the results of the interview 
to the financial managers so they could control and give feedback to the author before the 
thesis is finished.   
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3.8.4 After the Interviews 

After the execution of the interviews, the author compiled a summary of each of the com-
panies’ answers. The summery was separated into different sections of the questionnaire, 
according to each questions’ association to the frame of reference chapters. Starting with a 
brief presentation of the company and the financial manager, then moving on to general 
thinking in capital structure amendments, subsequently comparisons to other companies in 
similar industries. The two last sections concerned the strategy/preference of funding an 
investment and the importance of factors in capital structure amendments. 

The author contacted the financial managers or interviewees by e-mail again and attached 
each summery to the financial managers. The managers responded differently, in general 
very positive but some with more concern than other. The author had a telephone meeting 
and discussed some points of the summery with one of the companies. Another replied 
and confirmed the summery by email. The author met one manager in person and the 
summery was confirmed. The forth company had some corrections that the financial man-
ager notified by email. The author corrected the small details in the summaries and subse-
quently inserted them into the thesis, each companies’ section under each subtitle section. 

3.9 Criticism of Method 

The fact that the thesis is written by only one author can be a weakness, the author can fail 
to notice important views, information and side tracks that a second writer would not ne-
glect. Furthermore a second author could improve the efficiency and outcome of the inter-
views. An additional author would also imply more time and effort invested on the thesis, 
improving and deepening the results of the thesis as whole. 

The sampling of the companies implied some difficulties in terms of size and industry divi-
sion. The sizes of each company was easy to interpret through the total asset values, how-
ever the delimitations of how to break down the so called small, medium and large sized 
companies was intricate. The industries of each company were complex to determine, first 
which industries to include as a treatment and the distribution of the companies into the 
industry treatments. As mentioned before, several companies performed in several indus-
tries and other companies did not perfectly match with none of the treatments. 

Furthermore, the sampling of the subsample was selected by personal connections and that 
can imply both advantages and disadvantages. The author had good accessibility and rela-
tion to statistics and interviewees of the companies. Nevertheless, the personal connection 
could imply subjective outcomes of the interviews and the local area in which the compa-
nies exist may not represent the whole population of Swedish businesses. 

If the author conducted several interviews, and not one occasion only, the outcome and re-
sults could have been deeper and generated a broader view. The author could have per-
formed additional statistic testing to generate supplementary and more significant out-
comes. Logically, more time invested in the thesis would entail the previous mentioned en-
hancement on the empirical study and additional deepening in theories and subsequently  
broader and profounder understandings and conclusions. 

3.9.1 Validity and Reliability 

The validity of a thesis infers to if the study measure what it was supposed to measure 
(Saunders et al. 2009). In order to make the study as trustworthy and valid as possible the 
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author have checked and ascertained the empirical data and results several time to verify 
the outcome and conclusions. The author has considered the possibility of default in the 
manual handlings, where data collection and typing etc can cause lost or inaccurate infor-
mation during the way. Furthermore, the language translation, particularly regarding the in-
terviews, can imply misinterpretation. However to eliminate such erroneousness and to in-
crease and maximize the validity of the thesis, the author have together with additional help 
from interviewees and tutor etc confirmed the accuracy of the information. 

A thesis' reliability implies whether the study can be reproduced with similar results (Saun-
ders et al. 2009). The author deems that with the same theories (and same other secondary 
data), method, interviewees and experience a replica of the tests and interviews could be 
conducted with approximately the same outcomes. There are implications with for example 
the sample divisions and other factors such as time prerequisites that could imply devia-
tions in the result but the author believe that the thesis have a high reliability. 

Concerning the hypothesis testings, there is a risk of Type I or Type II errors. Conducting 
statistical tests and conclusions out of a sample of the population implies a non 100 percent 
confident and such errors cannot completely be omitted (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009). 
In order to avoid these types of errors the author has performed the test with different lev-
els of confidence, referred to the alpha-levels. 

Table 11. Type I and Type II error (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2009) 

 
H₀ True H₀ False 

Accept H₀ No error Type II error 

Reject H₀ Type I error No error 

 

According to Malterud (2001) one can increase the trustworthiness by considering 
decontextualization and recontextualization, this implies highlighting and deepening the 
most important information respectively that no coherent information is omitted. The au-
thor has regarded these concepts throughout the thesis and reason that the most important 
information is included.  

Furthermore the above stated is the authors own view and valuations which can be ques-
tioned, however this is what makes the thesis unique and distinctive. 
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4 The quantitative study – The statistical testing 

This section includes both the empirical findings and the analysis of the first problem statement. First part 
presents the results of the confidence interval and ANOVA-tests, the second part analyzes and compares 
the received results with the theoretical framework Recall the first problem statement: 

What capital structure do Swedish businesses hold and does the capital structure diverge among different in-
dustries or sizes? 

4.1 Empirical findings of quantitative study 

The empirical findings of the quantitative study consist of two statistical testings. The first 
part describes the outcome of the confidence intervals testing the average leverage of Swe-
dish companies. The second part describes the results of the ANOVA-tests, generating an 
outcome which implies whether size and/or industry have an impact on a company’s lever-
age. 

4.1.1 Confidence Interval of population mean 

Applying the formula of confidence interval of population mean stated in the method sec-
tion infers that several coefficients are required, for example the average leverage and the 
standard deviation of the sample. Hence, starting with calculating the leverage of each of 
the 100 companies in the sample and it generated a range between 0.26 and 103.79 percent. 
This implies that companies in the sample holds between almost all equity financed assets ( 
with no debt) to companies with a negative equity (all debt). A negative equity is when all 
assets are financed by debt and the company has made losses in previous years, resulting in 
that the value of debt exceeds the value of the company, i.e. the asset value. 

Subsequently each calculated debt ratio generated an average leverage of 51.82 percent. 
This significates that companies in our population generally holds assets financed by ap-
proximately half equity and half debt. (Debt is here referred to total debt which includes 
current debt such as accounts payable, which are not generally implemented as “bad”, since 
it increases the liquidity.) 

Using the formula of variance and standard deviation in excel, it resulted in a variance of 
0.0853 and a standard deviation of 0.292. This numbers are implemented as how volatile 
the leverage is between the companies, i.e. how much it fluctuates from the mean. Having 
all the coefficients and recalling the critical values from the method section we can now 
conclude our confidence intervals. 

With an α-level of 10 %: 

 

 

 

The 10 percent alpha level generates an interval approximately from 46.98 percent to 56.67 
percent, in which the average leverage of the population with a 90 percent probability is lo-
cated.   

With an α-level of 5 %: 

90 % Confidence Interval: 

Low: 0,469758302 

High 0,56670262 
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The 5 percent alpha level generates an interval approximately from 46.03 percent to 57.62 
percent, in which the average leverage of the population with a 90 percent probability is lo-
cated.   

With an α-level of 1 %: 

 

 

 

The 1 percent alpha level generates an interval approximately from 46.03 percent to 57.62 
percent, in which the average leverage of the population with a 90 percent probability is lo-
cated.   

As one can interpret out of the outcomes, the intervals logically become broader as we in-
crease the confidence level. The higher probability and confidence to include the popula-
tion mean of leverage, the wider range. However, it does not differ very much between a 
99 and a 90 percents confidence interval, the range is narrowed from around 44.2 – 59.5, to 
around 47.0-56.7 percents in leverage. 

4.1.2 ANOVA tests of Size and Industry 

The goal is to determine which hypothesis to accept and reject, therefore one need to 
compute the ANOVA-table to receive the F-ratio. In order to calculate the SSTR and SSE 
each of the companies’ leverage ratio were separated into the treatments and subsequently 
each treatment’s average leverage were calculated. 

     Graph 9: Leverage of size treatment 

The average debt ratios of 
the three size treatments: 
52.63 percent for Treat-
ment 1, which corre-
sponds asset values be-
tween 10 000 and 20 000 
SEK. The second size 
treatment, asset values of 
20 000 to 115 000 SEK, 
had an average leverage 
ratio of 49.21 percent. 
The third size treatment 
with company sizes corre-
sponding to 115 000 to 
1 000 000 SEK had mean 
leverage of 57.83 percent. 

95 % Confidence Interval: 

Low: 0,460297471 

High 0,576163451 

99 % Confidence Interval: 

Low: 0,44155101 

High 0,594909912 
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The degrees of freedom of the size treatment is 2 (3-1), size error degrees of freedom is 
97(100-3) and total degrees of freedom is 99 as stated in previous section. The grand mean 
is the total average leverage of 51.82 percent, which also was calculated in previous section. 

Graph 10: Leverage of industry treatments 

Regarding the Indus-
try treatments, they 
had mean leverage 
ratios of: 47.61 per-
cent in the Industry 
treatment 1, that is 
Automobile. Indus-
try treatment 2, Pro-
duction, had an av-
erage leverage of 
54.66 percent. The 
third industry treat-
ment, i.e. Retail,  had 
a mean leverage of 
54.92 percent. Indus-
try treatment 4, Ser-
vice, had an average 
leverage of 44.96 
percent. 

The degrees of freedom of the industry treatments are 3 (4-1), the degrees of freedom of 
the industry errors are 96 (100-4). The total degrees of freedom and the grand mean are 
again 99 respectively 51.82 percent. All required data to conduct a ANOVA-table are now 
acquired but first the hypothesis is shown, to elucidate what will be tested. 

 

Size: 

 

 

Industry: 

 

 

Recall that the null hypothesis is rejected when F-ratio is higher than the critical value, or 
when the P-value is higher than the level of significance. Through the ANOVA single fac-
tor data analysis in excel one Size- and one Industry-ANOVA-table was conducted, with 
three different levels of significances: 
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Table 12: Size ANOVA 

Size ANOVA-single factor      α=10% α=5% α=1% 

Source of Variation      SS df MS F-ratio 
P-

value F crit  H₀  F crit  H₀  F crit H₀  

Treatment 0,0839 2 0,042 0,487 0,616 2,3581 Accept 3,0901 Accept 4,8309 Accept 

Error 8,3573 97 0,0862                 

  
     

  
 

  
 

    

Total 8,4412 99                   

 

Table 13: Industry ANOVA 

Industry ANOVA-single factor      α=10% α=5% α=1% 

Source of Variation       SS df MS F-ratio P-value F crit  H₀  F crit  H₀  F crit H₀  

Treatment 0,1941 3 0,0647 0,753 0,5231 2,1417 Accept 2,69939 Accept 3,9924 Accept 

Error 8,2471 96 0,0859                 

  
     

  
 

  
 

    

Total 8,4412 99                   

 

As seen in the tables above, the null hypothesis is accepted in both ANOVAs and at all 
significance levels. This is interpreted as there is not significance enough to conclude that 
there are differences in leverages among different company sizes or industries.  

4.2 Analysis of quantitative study 

The analysis of the quantitative study consist of three parts, namely general findings of cap-
ital structure, the size impact and the industry impact on capital structure. The three sec-
tions are comparing the results stated in corresponding empirical findings with previous 
studies in the frame of reference. 

4.2.1 The capital structure of Swedish Businesses 

According to Modigliani and Miller’s theory including taxes (1963) a company is better off 
with debt. The higher leverage the higher is the total value of the firm, due to the interest 
tax shield and lower cost of capital, WACC. From the empirical results in the confidence 
interval of population mean of leverage, it is fairly obvious that companies do not apply 
this theory. The population mean of leverage is with a 95 percent probability within the 
range of 46 and 58 percent. Hence, a the reasoning of a leverage of 100 percent is not ap-
plied by the companies with the motive of increasing the firm value. 

As increasing the leverage the company raises its financial distress cost (Berk et al 2012) 
and this could be the explanation of a lower leverage then 100 percent. Nevertheless, the 
study in this thesis showed that the leverage of each company within the sample had a very 
broad range, from almost none to all debt financed companies. The question of capital 
structure is more complex than the facts of interest tax shield and financial distress cost, 
that is the trade off theory (Bradley et al. 1984). Hence, motives and reasoning behind the 
financial structure will be more profoundly discussed later on in the next chapter. 
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4.2.2 Divergence among different sizes of companies 

According to Titman and Wessels (1988) the size of the company does have an impact on 
the leverage. Smaller companies have proportional larger cost of distress due to a greater 
sensitivity in sales and profitability, the cost of bankruptcy includes a fixed part which is 
proportionally larger for small companies and larger companies tend to have better access 
to the credit market. These factors imply that leverage is more costly for small firms, hence 
they have lower leverage.  

In this study the sample companies are separated into three sizes, and the mean leverages 
of each and one of them were tested. The outcome of the ANOVA-tests showed that there 
were no significant difference between the size treatments, but this does not imply that 
they are equal only that there is not enough evidence to prove the differences. In other 
words the study does not support the statement of Titman and Wessels (1988) of diver-
gences in leverage among different company sizes. 

However, Titman and Wessels (1988) mention that the issue of new external capital often 
include a fixed cost and issuing equity is more expensive, this entails smaller companies to 
prefer debt to equity which implies higher leverage. Thus, this statement infer the opposite 
of the earlier one and according to the author the size of a company may not have as large 
impact on the leverage as expected. 

Supplementary, the question of implementing sizes of companies in the study. The author 
has not ensured what Titman and Wessels (1988) referred to small and large companies. 
The sample in this study included sizes from 10 000 to 1 000 000 thousand SEK, separated 
into three treatments, the study of Titman et al. may have had other delimitations, subdivi-
sions and values. 

4.2.3 Divergence among different industries 

Titman and Wessels (1988), Hillier et al. (2010) and Berk et al. (2012) reason that compa-
nies holds various levels of leverage among different industries, depending on for example 
what type of assets the company holds or in what market it performs (uniqueness). The 
study conducted in this thesis separated the automobile, production, retail and service in-
dustries, the results in the ANOVA-tests showed again no evidence of divergence among 
the industries. All industry means, that is the treatment means, were somewhat equal and 
the null hypothesis could not be rejected. 

According to Hillier et al. (2010), technology companies are more likely to have low lever-
ages for the reason of primarily intangible assets like human capital, consequently the au-
thor expected that the service sector, for example recruiting and consulting businesses, 
should have generated a lower leverage due to the fact of human capital. In the graph  
shown in section 4.1.2, one can see that the service sector do hold the lowest leverage of 
approximately 45 percent, but not enough to prove a divergence among the industries. 

For the same reason as above, i.e. that Hillier et al.(2010) stated that companies that hold 
tangible and collateral assets normally have a higher leverage, the author anticipated a high-
er debt ratio in the production industry. The author reasoned that manufacturing compa-
nies possess more machines and inventories than human capital, and should subsequently 
hold a higher leverage. Again the graph in 4.1.2 shows that the production industry has a 
higher leverage, of almost 55 percent. But again the production, and the service, industry  
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do not have large enough divergence from the grand mean to prove differences among the 
industries. 

Furthermore, if one compares the F-ratios of the two ANOVAs one can see that the in-
dustry factor is closer to the critical values than the size factor is. This implies that the lev-
erage between industries varies in a larger extent than between sizes. Hence, the industry 
sector of a company is more likely to have an influence on the leverage, than the size of a 
company does. 

However, the random sampling and the difficulty of the industry separations may have 
caused this results. Companies in the sample are combining different industries, for exam-
ple performing both in the consulting and the real estate industry, implying both human 
capital and buildings in their assets. The author believes that if she could have selected pure 
automobile manufacturers, pure technology companies and pure consulting businesses etc 
in the sample, and subsequently performed the ANOVA-tests, it would have generated dif-
ferent results and the possibility to reject the null hypothesis would have increased. 
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5 The qualitative study – the interviews 

This section includes both the empirical findings and the analysis of the second problem statement. First part 
presents the results of the interviews, the second part analyzes and compares the received results with the the-
oretical framework Recall the second problem statement: 

How is the financial management of Swedish businesses’ awareness and view of capital structure? 

5.1 Empirical findings of qualitative study 

The empirical findings of the qualitative study consist of the answers and information re-
ceived during the four interviews. Firstly, some basic fact concerning the interviewees, fol-
lowed by the information regarding capital structure and financial decisions. The empirical 
findings are organized so that after each section follows all four companies’ answers, there-
after the next section with all companies’ answers. 

5.1.1 Interviewee Information 

Firm 1. Montico AB  

(L.G Thorberg, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Lars-Göran Thorberg (L-G Thorberg) is the financial manager (and part-owner) of the 
whole Montico group, and his employer is Montico AB, the parent company. L-G 
Thorberg has been working for Montico since 2001 and has had his current position since 
day one. He is responsible for the financial department of the Montico group and that in-
cludes three employees, working with accounting, salaries and reception. L-G Thorberg’s 
closest manager is Börje Johansson, the Group CEO and owner.  

In terms of capital structure decisions L-G Thorberg has a vital position, he is responsible 
for coming up with different propositions and then he deliberates and concludes together 
with Börje Johansson. 

Firm 2. Skobes Bil I Tranås AB  

(D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Daniel Hansson is the CFO/Controller of the corporate group of Skobes Bil, he is also 
CEO of Skobes Bil AB, the parent company. Hence, he is not employed by the subsidiary 
Skobes Bil I Tranås AB. Daniel Hansson started his employment at Skobes in 2001 as a 
Controller and has had his current position as CFO since 2006. He has approximately 20 
employees working under him, for example financial manager, accountants, IT-department, 
car administration, salary department, reception et al. Daniel Hansson supervisor is the 
Group CEO Magnus Skobe, which also is a part-owner. 

Concerning capital structure amendments Daniel Hansson’s role is to provide information 
and propositions to the owners. Then he discusses and consults them with the owners, but 
the final decision is up to the owners to determine. 
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Firm 3. EFG European Furniture Group  

(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27): 

Thomas Andrén is the CFO of EFG, he is somewhat new within the company since he 
started his employment at EFG in January 2011. Prior to that state he had been working as 
a controller of Semcon. Thomas Andrén is responsible for the financial and the IT-
department of EFG and it includes 20 employees, his closest manager is the Group CEO 
Marcus Westdahl.  

If EFG is considering a capital structure amendment, Thomas Andrén’s function is to pro-
vide and submit information and proposals to the investment fund. He deliberates and co-
operates with the fund and the bank during the process, however the final verdict is con-
cluded by the investment fund and the Bank. 

Firm 4 Company X  

(J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Jan is the CFO of the whole corporate group, he is employed by the parent company, i.e. 
Company X. Jan possesses long experience in the company, and he began his employment 
and his current position already in 1985. Jan function as a supervisor for the company’s 
four controllers and his manager is the group CEO. 

Regarding capital structure amendments the role of Jan is to, together with the group CEO, 
present proposals and information to the board of directors and subsequently they can de-
liberate and conclude. 

5.1.2 General thinking in capital structure amendments 

Firm 1. Montico  

(L.G Thorberg, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Due to the fact that Montico have (and have had for a long period of time) a high liquidity, 
the company is not in current need of raising external capital. Consequently they have an 
incentive of “less is more” when it comes to debt. The company have in the past been fo-
cusing more on recruitment and consulting which is not very capital demanding, however 
expansions towards educational sectors (within the industrial segment) implies larger 
amount of capital, to invest in machine inventories etc. Consequently more capital can be 
desirable in the future, hence, Montico try to keep a good access to the credit market. 

Firm 2. Skobes Bil  

(D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Skobes have been experiencing a strong balance sheet in the recent years, consequently 
they have not exploited their debt opportunities totally. In fact, they have only used 40 mil-
lion SEK of the 250 million SEK available in debt from their credit suppliers. Skobes are 
focusing on their cash flow process instead, keeping the inflow procedure fast and efficient 
and exploiting the terms of the outflows. With this strategy and approach the company 
keeps its liquidity high, even though they perform in a very volatile industry. 
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Firm 3. EFG European Furniture Group  

(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27): 

Since EFG is a private equity owned company, they have certain directives the investment 
fund inquires them to follow, EFG refer them to the 4 covenants. The 4 covenants are re-
quests that EFG is supposed to obey, they imply restrictions of their Net Debt ratio10, 
Debt Service ratio11, Leasing commitments and Investments. The covenants infer that 
EFG should keep their coefficients at, over, or under, a given level. These are the main 
concerns that EFG deals with when it comes to capital structure amendments, since it 
would affect the covenants. 

Firm 4. Company X 

(J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Company X has some internal key ratios they aim evaluate in times of capital structure 
amendments. One is to keep the Net Debt ratio12 positive, another is to retain the volume 
of credit at the bank at a certain level, and another option to consider is a new issue of 
stocks. Capital X also has financial goals they aspire to reach, a 15 percent yearly growth in 
revenue and net income, a 20 percent return on equity and a financial solidity13 that exceeds 
35 percent. 

5.1.3 Comparisons to similar companies within the industry 

Firm 1. Montico (L.G Thorberg, personal communication, 2012-03-29) 

The auditors provide key ratios that Montico compare coefficients like revenue per em-
ployee and ratios within the renting section, Montico do not compare leverage ratios. This 
is due to the fact that they have had a low ratio and have not felt the competing pressure in 
terms of banking requests or demands. However, Montico would like to use more bench-
mark, but not for the reason of feeling pressure but with the motive of own interest and 
knowledge. 

Firm 2. Skobes Bil (D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-03-29) 

The credit bank of Volvo, called Volvofinans, continuously collect data from each distribu-
tive trader within Sweden. Three times a year the Skobes receives key ratios of all the dis-
tributive traders from Volvofinans, Skobes use this in order to check and compare its effi-
ciency. Ford does a similar thing and sends out ranking list of their distributive traders. 
However Skobes do compare the leverage since they feel confident in that area, they tend 
to compare areas like the workshops, net income before rent, average margin per sold car 
etc. 

 

                                                

10 Net Debt*/EBITDA (* See following footnote regarding Net Debt) 

11 Cash Flow/Debt Service   (Debt Service= Principals+Interest) 

12 *Net debt = Interest bearing Debt+Accumulated interest–Liquid assets–Interest bearing Receivables   

13 (Equity+0,73*Untaxed Reserves)/Total Assets   (=1– Leverage) 
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Firm 3. EFG 

(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27): 

The fact that EFG is a private equity owned company implies that companies within the 
same industry do not perform under the same conditions as EFG, consequently such com-
parisons would generate unfair conclusions. Hence, EFG conduct comparisons and 
benchmarks with other companies with similar proprietor situations, such as Scandinavian 
Business Seating owned by Ratos. 

Firm 4. Company X 

(J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Company X apply benchmark, they compare their statistics with companies in the same in-
dustry and with other retail companies that are listed on the Swedish stock exchange. The 
key incentives behind the benchmark are to enhance development and growth of the com-
pany and to benefit the shareholders. 

5.1.4 Strategy/preference of funding an investment 

Firm 1. Montico  

(L.G Thorberg, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Montico have plenty of liquid assets to cover small or medium sized investment, thus they 
primarily chose to use their internal capital such as retained earnings. However, if they in 
the future are facing a larger investment that requires a large amount of capital they would 
chose to issue debt, since the few owner do not possess those amounts and they want to 
maintain few owners. The fact that they have a low leverage to start with, might increase 
the willingness to issue debt to be able to expand even more, if a good credit offer would 
arise. 

Firm 2. Skobes Bil  

(D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Skobes Bil stated that the funding depends on what type of investment it is, if it is large or 
small. If the money are required today or in six months. Referring to the Skobes Bil’s large 
acquisition in February, the company needed the money within 14 days and since it was 
such a large amount of capital they had to rise all the funding externally. However, in terms 
of larger investments such as renovation or construction of buildings, the money is not all 
required at once. Hence, Skobes finance it through internal investments. When external 
capital is necessary, Skobes prefer issuing debt, since they have a low leverage today and 
have good credit offers. In addition, the three owners would not be able to raise that kind 
of money and they have no plans of not maintaining the company as a family-owned busi-
ness. 

Firm 3. EFG 

(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27): 

EFG consider two points of the problem, one where a small investment is discussed and 
another in which a large investment is deliberated. If the company has sufficient liquidity to 
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finance the investment it chooses to do it internally. But if the investment requires fur-
thermore capital, EFG would chose to issue debt equivalent to two thirds of the requested 
capital and issue equity for the remainder, i.e. one third.  

Firm 4. Company X 

(J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Company X has a high liquidity and they reason that they would finance the investment in-
ternally, for example through retained earnings, to the extent it is possible. If the invest-
ment cannot be internally financed Company X would chose to issue debt, because they 
have a low debt ratio and it would be less convenient to issue new shares. Issuing new 
shares is an option to raise additional capital, however with the strong balance sheet Com-
pany X holds presently, they prefer the other options. 

5.1.5 Importance of factors in capital structure amendments 

Firm 1. Montico  

(L.G Thorberg, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Generally Montico is focusing on growth and growth is expensive, they aim to retain a high 
liquidity and a broad window of opportunity. Furthermore, they endeavor to centralize 
their liquid assets in the parent company. 

In terms of the given factors, Montico prioritize a low cost of capital, a great financial flex-
ibility and a low volatility in earnings/cash flows. They reason that using internal financing 
to the greatest extent is to keep cost of capital as low as possible. Financial flexibility is one 
vital factor in a company that is expanding. The fact of having numbers of opportunities to 
finance investments is a great advantage and it contributes to a lower cost of capital. High 
and stable earnings and cash flows are the obvious goal of an investment, this is one im-
portant factor to Montico in an investment decision. Factors like risk and cost of default 
and credit rating is not really relevant in Montico’s current position. The tax rate and com-
paring industry ratios have not been of significant concern in capital structure amendments 
so far. 

Firm 2. Skobes Bil  

(D. Hansson, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Skobes Bil opines that out of the given factors, the financial flexibility and earnings/cash 
flows are the two most important ones, followed by the cost of capital. Having plenty of 
options of how to finance an investment generates a strong expansion position, Skobes 
recognize their financial options from Volvofinans, the bank, Ford credit and internal as-
sets et al. If Skobes invest money in a project or similar, they expect a return on the in-
vestment, the higher and stable return, i.e. earnings/cash flows, the better. The cost of cap-
ital is of large importance as well, all other things equal Skobes logically select to finance an 
investment in the less expensive way.  

Skobes finds that the tax point of view also is of significance but not to the same extent as 
previous mention factors, nevertheless the company aim to use the untaxed reserve in the 
most efficient way. Skobes’ credit ratings and industry ratios are of importance to their 
credit suppliers. Hence, to maintain the large financial flexibility and low cost of capital, it is 
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important to “keep up with the Joneses”. The cost and risk of default is not of significance 
to Skobes in their current strong position. 

Firm 3. EFG 

(T. Andrén, personal communication, 2012-03-27): 

In general, EFG’s most important factors in an investment decision are to maintain or im-
prove their 4 covenants and to manage their cash flow in an efficient way. I.e. to manage 
their inflow of receivables and outflow of payables effectively from the liquidity point of 
view and to retain the storage at a certain level that is enough to deliver in time for their 
customers and without becoming too expensive.  

Regarding the given factors, EFG opines that a high and stable earnings/cash flows is the 
most important factor, the key incentive of investing in a project is to generate return out 
of it. Secondly is the financial flexibility factor, having several options of how to finance a 
project implies the availability of more efficient and cost saving investments. The fact of 
capital cost is the third most important object, the less expensive financing the better, hav-
ing all other things equal. The tax rate is not a current concern of EFG, since some previ-
ous red years have caused a deficit in the tax payables. The company is not currently con-
cerned by credit rating, industry or default factors in terms of investment decisions.  

Firm 4. Company X 

(J. Xxxxx, personal communication, 2012-03-29): 

Capital X is generally aiming to improve or maintain their previous mentioned internal and 
external goals, this applies in capital structure amendments as well. Furthermore, Capital X 
wants to maintain a high liquidity and consequently they are focusing on making their cash 
flow management more efficient. The company endeavor to rationalize their receivables 
(inflow), payables (outflow) and storage (frozen capital). 

In terms of the given factors, Capital X finds the financial flexibility, the volatility of earn-
ings/cash flow, the cost of capital and the tax rate as the most important factors. Regarding 
the financial flexibility, Capital X reason that the more options the better. Having the pos-
sibility of internal financing, to issue debt or equity, whichever is better, is very important. 
An investment that generates high and stable earnings/cash flow is logically preferable than 
an investment of the same amount of money with low and volatile earnings/cash flows. 
The lowest cost of capital is naturally advantageous, having all other things equal. Since 
Capital X is an international business, they evaluate tax rates in different countries, it is im-
portant to consider for example in terms of dividend tax etc. Credit rating, industry and de-
fault factors are less important to Capital X as of today’s position. 

5.2 Analysis of qualitative study 

The analysis of the qualitative study consists of two parts outdrawn from the interview out-
comes and theories. Each sections are comparing the results stated in corresponding em-
pirical findings with previous studies in the frame of reference. 
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5.2.1 The Trade-off theory vs. the Pecking Order theory 

The two main theories of capital structure are the static trade-off theory (Bradley et al. 
1984) and the pecking order theory (Myers, 1984), and they include concerns such as agent-
principle theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976) respectively asymmetric information (Berk et 
al. 2012). The trade-off theory implies that the company aim to reach the optimal balance 
of interest tax shield and financial distress cost (Bradley et al 1984) and the pecking order 
theory infers that the company prefer internal financing and applies, only if necessary, ex-
ternal financing (Myers, 1984). 

According to the companies in the subsample, there is an obvious preference of internal fi-
nancing. The interviewees uniformly stated that they would finance an investment or simi-
lar internally as far as possible. If additional capital is needed the companies would issue 
debt before equity. This denotes that companies clearly apply the pecking order theory over 
the trade off theory an it is thereby also confirming the study of Pinegar and Wilbricht 
(1989) which concluded a preference of the pecking order theory in financial decision mak-
ing.  

The motives behind this reasoning is according to the interviewees, mainly the fact that the 
companies possess strong balance sheet and high liquidity and they are thereby able to fi-
nance investments (with a reasonable amount of capital required) internally. Further  mo-
tive are to remain a low cost of capital and the convenience of not issue new capital.  

The basis of issuing debt rather than equity is that the private owned companies want to 
remain few shareholders, and that the shareholder do not want/are able to invest such 
large amounts in the company. Furthermore the companies have fairly low debt ratio and 
are not negatively concerned by issuing more debt to be able to expand. The private equity 
company and the company listed on the stock exchange are not as reluctant to issue equity, 
however they prefer to issue debt for the same reason as mentioned above of low debt ra-
tios. 

5.2.2 The most important concerning 

Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989) conducted information of the most important concerning in a 
capital structure amendment. Managers were ranking different factors’ importance and the 
outcome was that financial planning policies were generally more important than the input 
factors. To mention a few in the ranking list the financial flexibility was the most signifi-
cant, thereafter the cash flow, followed by debt (credit) rating, tax rate, industry compari-
sons and last the bankruptcy cost. 

The study conducted with the interviews in this thesis generated similar outcomes, the fi-
nancial flexibility and the cash flow was the two most important concerning. The inter-
viewees stated that the cost of capital was ranked the third significant factor. Followed by 
the tax rate, industry comparisons, and the least important factors were credit ratings and 
bankruptcy cost. 

Underneath follows a table with each of the companies’ preference orders, the general 
ranking order when summing up all companies’ orders and the results from the previous 
study of Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989): 
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Table 14: Empirical findings of interviews 

 
Firm 1 Firm 2 Firm 3 Firm 4 Sum Rank Pinegar et al.(1989) 

Earnings/Cash Flow 3 1 1 2 7 1 2 

Flexibility 2 2 2 1 7 1 1 

Cost of capital 1 3 3 3 10 3 - 

Tax rate/shield 4 4 4 4 16 4 4 

Industry quotes 5 6 5 5 21 5 5 

Credit rating 6 5 6 6 23 6 3 

Bankruptcy 7 7 7 7 28 7 6 

 

The empirical findings in this thesis are again confirming the study of Pinegar et al. (1989) 
for example the significance of the financial flexibility and cash flow further the bankruptcy 
cost’s lack of importance. However, there are disparities. The credit rating is not as signifi-
cant in this study as in Pinegar’s and Wilbricht’s (1989), in their study the credit rating was 
one of the most important factors but in this study it was not of large concern for the 
managers.  

The majority of the subsample companies had a very strong balance sheet, high liquidity 
and low debt ratio. The author considers that as a possible explanation to the low concern-
ing of credit rating. The companies have currently high credit ratings and their future goal 
is to maintain a high liquidity and strong balance sheet and thereby they expect to retain the 
credit ratings at a high level without any deeper reflections. 

Generally, the outcome of the interviews was that expansion and liquidity are important for 
the companies in the subsample. Further, each of the companies have their own financial 
principles and goals, hence a capital structure amendment would be based on those finan-
cial goals. 
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6 Conclusion 

This final chapter includes a brief summary of the main findings, which will answer the two problem state-
ments. This is followed by discussion of the study and suggestions for future studies. 

The purpose with this thesis was to describe and analyze the background and motive to 
Swedish companies’ capital structure, if company size and industry have an impact on the 
capital structure and the intention of a financial decision. 

This study’s first part consists of a quantitative study, testing the existing capital structure 
and the influence of size and industry. The second part is a qualitative study examining the 
motives behind capital structure and financial decision making. The studies are framed out 
of their corresponding problem statement. To answer these two questions, statistical tests, 
by confidence intervals and ANOVA-tests, respectively interviews were conducted.  

- What capital structure do Swedish businesses hold and does the capital structure diverge among 
different industries or sizes? 

The capital structure of Swedish businesses is according to this study constructed by ap-
proximately half debt and half equity. Explicated, the average leverage of Swedish compa-
nies is somewhere between 46 and 58 percent of their total asset value. This study did not 
generate evidence to conclude that the size of a company influences the leverage, the dif-
ferent sizes of companies have somewhat similar capital structures. The study of diver-
gence among different industries did not prove a deviation of leverage, hence a company’s 
industry do not have an impact on the capital structure. However, the study of different in-
dustries showed more signs of divergence than the size study, thus the industry can possi-
bly have a larger impact on the capital structure than the size of the company. 

- How is the financial management of Swedish businesses’ awareness and view of capital structure? 

This study showed that financial decision making are primarily based on a company’s fi-
nancial goals and principles. Financial managers do not consider target debt ratio to con-
clude an investment decision, instead the managers prefer internal funding. This study 
showed that companies tend to exploit their internal capital principally, and thereafter raise 
external capital if necessary. If external capital is required, than the companies prefer to is-
sue debt rather that equity. The financial managers are more concerned by future cash flow 
of investment and financial flexibility than tax shield and risk of bankruptcy in an invest-
ment decision. Hence, according to the study in this thesis the capital structure of Swedish 
businesses reflect more of the company’s internal ideology than ”the optimal capital struc-
ture”. 

The capital structure is of very large importance to a company, it interprets the company’s 
financial strength, for example default risk and liquidity ratio but also the value of the com-
pany. However, Swedish companies tend to have a somewhat relaxed approach to capital 
structure, they appreciate other financial goals and business expansion more. Due to a fi-
nancial management that are slightly reluctant to capital structure amendments, they priori-
tize other financial factors, and the statement that size and industry of the company have 
no impact on the capital structure, Swedish companies possess the fairly insipid fifty-fifty 
formation of debt and equity in the capital structure.  
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6.1 Discussion 

The capital structures of Swedish companies are not proven to be influenced by the size or 
the industry of the company, according to this study. The author, however, reason that the 
outcome of the quantitative study could have been more significant if additional time and 
effort would have been invested in the subdivision of treatments within the sample. 

If the sample would have additional and correct treatments of company sizes the ANOVA 
tests could probably generate some more distinctive results, some of the treatments could 
have had a divergence sufficient enough to reject the null hypothesis. Pure and more ex-
treme industry treatments would most likely result in divergence of the capital structure, 
enough to conclude that the industry have an impact on the capital structure.  

The qualitative study generated more useful information, however the information sources 
are not very likely to represent the whole population, i.e. all Swedish companies. The au-
thor reason that random sampling would increase the validity of the thesis. It would imply 
not only locally represented companies but country wide, and the possible disadvantages of 
personal connections with the interviewees would be eliminated. Personal connections can 
restrain the results in some perspectives, such as subjective outcomes, however the author 
reason that it have been very beneficial and successful. 

The delimitation of number of conducted statistical tests and the one occasion only inter-
views, is inhibiting the results of the thesis. The author considers that the validity would be 
further increased if additional test and several interviews at each company would be per-
formed. Futhermore the author reason that the combination of both quantitative and quali-
tative study increase the validity, and generate a very high level of understanding. 

Most of the above mentioned restrictions exist due to the time constraint, the author 
would like to express the disadvantage of being a solely author. An additional writer would, 
according to the author, improve and rationalize the input and subsequently increase the 
validity, reliability and the level of conclusions of the outcome of the thesis. 

6.2 Suggestions for future studies 

The author has throughout this study encountered some difficulties and complications and 
subsequently has some recommendations for future studies within a similar subject. 

The primarily advice would be to scrutinize and elucidate the background of size and in-
dustry subdivisions, and consequently make the treatment groups more unique and precise, 
for example through additional industry treatments groups. Further suggestion could be to 
conduct additional ANOVA-test on other determinants of capital structure if the time 
would allow it. 

Concerning the qualitative study, recommendations for future studies could be to apply 
random sampling of the subsample. That would eliminate subjective results and provide a 
more diversified subsample. Supplementary suggestion could be to increase the number of 
companies in the subsample. Subsequently could the additional treatments mentioned 
above be represented by at least one company, but again it  is a question of time. 

Concerning the time pressure the author’s last recommendation is to be two authors writ-
ing the thesis. It would imply four eyes and ears during the interviews and each chapter and 
section would obtain more time, effort and the ability to be improved further. 
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8 Appendices 

8.1 Appendix 1 Debt/Equity preference 

Pinegar & Wilbricht (1989) 
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8.2 Appendix 2 Importance of Input factors 

Pinegar & Wilbricht (1989) 
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8.3 Appendix 3 Importance of Financial Planning Principles 

Pinegar & Wilbricht (1989) 
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8.4 Appendix 4 Questionnaire in English 

Questionnaire 

1. What position do you have at the company? 
 

2. a) During how long time have you been working at the company? 

b) At your current position? 
 

3. a) How many staffers/colleagues are at your department? 

b) With what functions/responsibilities? 
 

4. a) Who is your closest boss/supervisor? 

b) What title/position does he/she possess?  
 

5. a) When did the company proceed a capital structure amendment? (Most recent) 

b) Background? 
 

6. Your role during this capital structure amendment? 
 

7. Results of the capital structure amendment? 
 

8. How do you/the company think/consider in terms of a capital structure? 
 

9. Does the company have any principles/goals/restrictions within this subject? 
 

10. Does the company follow the general norms of the industry? 
 

11. Please rank the following accounts after preference in terms of a capital structure amendment: 

Would you prefer a change in: Debt?____  Equity?____  Retained Earnings?____  Other?____ 
 

12. Explain the reason of that certain order in previous question? 
 

13. What are the general most important factors to improve in a capital structure amendment? 
 

14. Please rank the following factors to improve in terms of a capital structure amendment: 

Tax rate/shield:____ __________ Credit rating:__________ Industry norms:__________ 
Distress cost:_________________ Transaction cost:_______ Financial flexibility:_______ 
Volatility earnings/cash flow:____ Risk of default:_________ Cost of capital:___________ 
 

15. Explain the reason of that certain order in previous question? 
 

16. Would you/the company like to be anonymous in the thesis? 
 

17. Would you/the company like to have a copy of the final version of the thesis? 
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8.5 Appendix 5 Questionnaire in Swedish 

Frågeformulär 

1. Vilken position/roll/titel har Du på företaget? 
 

2. a) Hur länge har du jobbat på företaget? 

b) På nuvarande position? 
 

3. a) Hur många kollegor har Du på din avdelning? 

b) Vilka roller har dem? 
 

4. a) Vem är din närmsta chef? 

b) Dennes roll?  
 

5. a) När genomförde företaget senast en kapitalstrukturförändring? 

b) Bakgrund? 
 

6. Din roll i denna kapitalstrukturförändring? 
 

7. Resultat av förändringen? 
 

8. Hur tänker Du/företaget i samband med en kapitalstrukturförändring? 
 

9. Har företaget några principer/mål/restriktioner inom området? 
 

10. Följer företaget branschens normer? 
 

11. Vänligen rangordna följande konton efter preferens vid en kapitalstrukturförändring: 

Väljer Du att förändra: Skuld?____  Eget kapital?____  Balanserad vinst?____  Annan?____ 
 

12. Varför just den ordningen? 
 

13. Vad ser Du som de viktigaste faktorerna till förbättring I samband med en kapitalstrukturföränd-

ring? 
 

14. Vänligen rangordna betydelsen av följande faktorer i samband med en kapitalstrukturförändring: 

Skattesats/-sköld:____________ Kredit-rating:___________ Branschkvoter:__________ 
Konkurskostnad:______________ Transaktionskostnad:_____ Finansiell flexibilitet:______ 
Volatilitet i vinst/kassaflöde:____ Konkursrisk:____________ Kapitalkostnad:__________ 
 

15. Varför just den ordningen? 
 

16. Skulle Du/företaget vilja vara anonymt i uppsatsen? 
 

17. Skulle Du/företaget vilja ha en slutgiltig kopia av uppsatsen? 
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8.6 Appendix 6 Quantitative study Strata 1 

 

  
  Company name Industry Total Assets Leverage 

1 Hällefors Ekobriketter AB Production 10090 73,23% 

2 Birklind Tvätt AB Trade/Commerce 10137 71,31% 

3 Profilplåt i Järbo AB Production 10249 34,02% 

4 Limhamns Industriservice AB Service 10398 51,59% 

5 Olsson & Frisell AB Service 10678 15,84% 

6 Twincom Aviation AB Trade/Commerce 10698 1,38% 

7 Fåke Connexion AB Service 10979 71,99% 

8 NGH Holding AB Service 11094 17,37% 

9 Forsman och Nydahl AB Service 11814 83,72% 

10 Övermo Förvaltning AB Trade/Commerce 11934 78,54% 

11 Scanoil AB Trade/Commerce 12131 0,26% 

12 MÄTKONSULT BR BERGSTRAND AB Service 12377 22,00% 

13 HW Swedin Byggkonsult AB Production 12491 1,98% 

14 H & J Anderssons Transport AB Trade/Commerce 12508 73,54% 

15 Vislanda Maskin AB Trade/Commerce 12622 51,52% 

16 Montico AB Service 12930 33,98% 

17 Cordenta AB Trade/Commerce 13128 71,84% 

18 AB Almström Import Automobile 13193 7,33% 

19 Räfsnäs Såg AB Trade/Commerce 13249 26,38% 

20 Stockholms Specialresor AB Trade/Commerce 13489 50,68% 

21 Alfred Johanssons Charkuteri AB Production 13579 56,68% 

22 AM GROUP REDBACK AB Automobile 13644 42,15% 

23 Mini Ellada AB Trade/Commerce 13734 78,24% 

24 Universal Exports AB Service 14149 49,20% 

25 Vertical Consulting AB Service 14355 0,70% 

26 Kiaby Plåt & Bygg AB Production 15205 79,85% 

27 AB A Tobiassons Trä & Järn Trade/Commerce 15503 95,81% 

28 Datavara Produktion Göteborg AB Service 15570 60,61% 

29 PARS Fastigheter AB Production 15637 86,53% 

30 Nordmarkens Invest AB Trade/Commerce 15647 70,39% 

31 Fogas Konsult AB Trade/Commerce 15918 35,19% 

32 ACE Options AB Trade/Commerce 16235 92,77% 

33 M. Gustafson Lantbruk AB Trade/Commerce 16277 76,56% 

34 Wipcore AB Service 16935 75,48% 

35 QPT Holding AB Trade/Commerce 17162 76,37% 

36 Falsterbo hus & förvaltning AB Trade/Commerce 17411 103,79% 

37 AB Elka-Produkter Production 18874 15,83% 

38 Skandistål AB Trade/Commerce 19160 75,91% 

39 BAIR AB Service 19592 62,50% 

40 Cordial Business Advisers AB Service 19597 71,72% 

41 Bengt Nilsson Skogsentreprenad AB Production 19669 13,37% 
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8.7 Appendix 7 Quantitative study Strata 2 

    Company name Industry Total Assets Leverage 

1 42 IPL Skandinavien AB Service 20264 65,25% 

2 43 AB Mo Mekaniska Verkstad Production 20408 97,11% 

3 44 Bokförlaget Atlantis AB Trade/Commerce 20762 32,17% 

4 45 Hemmestahus AB Production 21321 79,51% 

5 46 Linjegods i Sundsvall AB Trade/Commerce 22291 42,48% 

6 47 Contal Holding Sweden AB Service 22374 17,05% 

7 48 Fastighets AB 7035 i Stockholm Trade/Commerce 23384 50,19% 

8 49 Örebro Express AB Trade/Commerce 23755 80,43% 

9 50 Klövsjöfjäll AB Trade/Commerce 26532 31,86% 

10 51 AB Berner & Co Service 27073 19,52% 

11 52 Steelform Scandinavia AB Production 27997 52,01% 

12 53 Eckerström Invest AB Service 29050 99,91% 

13 54 Körsbärsblomman AB Trade/Commerce 29524 76,28% 

14 55 Bergkvarnen Fastigheter AB Trade/Commerce 29608 93,98% 

15 56 AB Widex Production 30038 43,36% 

16 57 Fiskeri AB Nimber Trade/Commerce 32283 65,15% 

17 58 Lindholmen Science Park AB Service 32551 87,13% 

18 59 Korrosionsgruppen i Helsingborg AB Service 32848 13,32% 

19 60 Schaktbolaget i Hudiksvall AB Trade/Commerce 33987 68,18% 

20 61 Todiefor AB Service 34356 10,24% 

21 62 Inexa Holding AB Trade/Commerce 34631 99,65% 

22 63 Järna Ventilationservice & Fastigheter AB Service 35055 70,11% 

23 64 Borås Bilcenter AB Automobile 37203 8,73% 

24 65 Innovatum AB Service 38224 15,76% 

25 66 Jönssons Sydgräv i Trelleborg AB Production 43145 79,66% 

26 67 Västfjord Fiskeri AB Trade/Commerce 44984 68,58% 

27 68 Swelandia Pulp and Paper AB Production 45344 33,42% 

28 69 Hotel Hagagatan AB Trade/Commerce 45749 22,10% 

29 70 STARKA AB Production 45834 37,09% 

30 71 AB Hüllert Maskin Trade/Commerce 47496 40,48% 

31 72 Edita Bobergs AB Production 49792 34,07% 

32 73 Jowema AB Production 50097 22,82% 

33 74 SolidWorks Nordic AB Trade/Commerce 55138 5,17% 

34 75 Smygehamn Bostäder AB Service 57051 79,69% 

35 76 Hedareds Sand & Betong AB Production 58931 49,27% 

36 77 Ivarssons i Metsjö AB Trade/Commerce 75768 65,35% 

37 78 Legosan AB Production 80605 34,94% 

38 79 Lidh Reklam Förvaltnings AB Trade/Commerce 80680 5,54% 

39 80 Balder i Göteborg AB Trade/Commerce 81404 34,11% 

40 81 Skyllbergs Bruks AB Production 85946 73,59% 

41 82 Skellefteå Bil Tunga Fordon AB Automobile 95448 66,25% 

42 83 Materia AB Production 95714 44,15% 

43 84 Skobes Bil i Tranås AB Automobile 110590 63,02% 

44 85 Bygg-G Förvaltningsaktiebolag Trade/Commerce 112525 16,78% 

45 86 IGC Industrial Growth Company AB Service 114913 19,10% 
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8.8 Appendix 8 Quantitative study Strata 3 

 

    Company name Industry Total Assets Leverage 

1 87 K.W. Bruun Logistik AB Automobile 121443 98,20% 

2 88 Frontpac AB Production 125146 55,02% 

3 89 Scapa Bedding AB Production 134125 70,92% 

4 90 Miroi AB Service 149311 51,72% 

5 91 Cellwood Machinery AB Trade/Commerce 179102 33,74% 

6 92 Dalsjöfors Kött AB Trade/Commerce 182360 67,39% 

7 93 Stena Sessan Line AB Trade/Commerce 223451 4,97% 

8 94 Veibo Bygg AB Production 502796 99,91% 

9 95 EFG European Furniture Group AB Production 515521 53,80% 

10 96 Nordic Mines AB (publ) Service 580724 3,52% 

11 97 OEM International AB Trade/Commerce 652600 34,00% 

12 98 AB Strömstadsbyggen Production 744400 92,38% 

13 99 Sollentuna Energi AB Production 805254 61,21% 

14 100 Ekman & Co AB Trade/Commerce 980992 82,82% 

 


